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CHAPTER I 
THE PR OBLE!-1 
1. Statement of the Problem 
Should the 3tudio potter use nlasteP molds or not? 
This question continues to be a s11b ject foto caustic debate 
among art potters. It seems all potters have very strong, 
but not always realistic opinions in regard to t his topic. 
The craft.sman often arrives at his views on some sort of 
emotional basis. A g!'eat number of our st,ldio ~otters 
believe that all ware should be fotomed by hand or on the 
potter's wheel. They are apt to believe that the mold made 
article is uncreative, of little v·alue, and even unethical. 
Other potters who use and understand molds, realise their 
possibilities and will argue strongly in favor of them. 
So, the controversy g'rO't·TS almost to becoming two separate 
traditions. The ~~ri ter believes these differeno.es are not 
real. It app3a.rs that inve.stigations and evaluations of 
these arguments oonduct·e d on an unemotional basis could 
help . to reconcile them. The problem then is to induce 
pottet"s to understand s.ll the impLl cations of the mold as 
a method of production and to assess it for its t!'ue value. 
2. Methods Employed 
The two tools used.~.;.. It was determined that the 
solution to this problem depended to a. considerable degree 
on informing the potter on the uses of plaster molds in 
the studio. A better knowledge of this work would breed 
a. tolerance fozt the mold. In an effort to accomplish 
this, the t-~ri ter decided to compile a manual of plaster 
methods for the studio potter. To help further 1n the 
investi gation, the w~iter constztucted an i nquiry f orm 
which was sent to the leading potters in the United States 
and Canada. Copies of the inquiry form and the covering 
letter are i n the appendix. 
3. The Discussion of the I nquiry Form 
The inquiry form was sent to fifty ax-tist potters, 
ranging in locations from J·1assachusetts to California, 
and from Quebec to Texas. Forty potters answered "iving 
an 80 per cent ret~n. Although all the respondents · 
listed themselves as studio potters, many indicated that 
they were professors of cerami cs or heads or pottery 
departments in crafts centers as well. The replies were 
generously augmented with poi gnant letters, notes, and 
comments. John Emery, the Chairman of the New Hampshire 
Potters' Guild, made a. special trip to Boston to discuss 
his reactions. In subsequent interviews, the writer was 
able to discuss most of the replies with the New England 
respondents in person. These intel'views and the opinions 
f rom the inquiry forms provided a wealth of important 
information. The following pages of this section cont ain 
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the results of the inquiry form as well e.s the a1~thor 1 s 
interpretations of them. 
Table 1. Geog:rap~cal Distribution of the 
Replies to the Inquiry Form 
Geographieal Division 
~umber of 
Replies 
{1) 
Gali.fol'nia .......•• - •. . .. ~ ..•.••••.•.. 
Connecticut . ......... . ~~ ........ ~ ...... . . 
Florida . . .... ........ ......... ............... . 
Indiana •. ill ................... . .. • • .... . .. . . 
Kansas ••••.••• .••• • ... . ....... 4 ........ .. 
l-1as sachuset t s .•...•.. , •..•. . ...•. ·~ ..• 
Mi chi gan . • . • . . • • • • . . . , . , . . . • • • . • . • . , • 
New Hampshire •••••• , ................. . 
New Yo·rk •••. , ........... ., ., .••••••••• ., •• 
Oh1 o • ............... ., ...... . ..... , ........... . 
Quebec {Canada) •• .•• • ................. . 
Rhode Island • ., •••••••••••••••.••••••• 
Te.xas .... • ...... -. * •• •· •• •-••• , •• •· ..... -•-••• .•• 
Total •••••• ~··•···· ~·~ ····•···~···· 
(2) 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
14-
2 
5 
s 
2 
1 
2 
2 
40 
The creative implict;ttions .... - In table 2 there are ten 
statements which the potters l-tere asked to check 11' they 
believed the statements to be usually tr11e. Probably, 
the most significant reac tion to the whole inquiry .f'orm 
appears in this table. All the respondents indicated 
that they agree d with statement 2, that creativity 
depends more on the craftsman than on the method used. 
It would seem to follow that a c.rs..ftsman who had 
3 
mastered plaster mold work should be able to create with it . 
The second highest percentage was for statement 9 , 
indicating that the otter could use the limitations of 
the mold to his .advantage.. dost potters ap ear to believe 
that the limitations of t he mold could be an advantage in 
creating aesthetic ware. Statements 5, 6 , and 10 , 
demonstrated that most n~tters f elt t hat mol d work 1~ not 
basically uncreative, it is not philosophically wrong , 
an d 1 t does not have a. detrimental .e.frect on cree.ti vi ty . 
Table 2 . The Percentages or Re sponding Potters vJho 
Indicated "True" to the Statements on the 
Creative Implications 
Statements 
(1) 
1. The studio potter often associates 
mold use with the hobbyist ••••••••••••• 
2 . Creativity dependo more on the crafts-
man than on the method used ••• • ••• ••.• • 
3. Ideas conceived for clay lose something 
·when plas ter 1 s involved in the p:.."ooess 
of ,exeouti on . .. . ..... •· ....... ... ....... , .... . 
LJ .• Hold making may set up aesthetic 
bat'ri el'S .. •••• •.•• •••• .. .. •. . .. , ......•• 5. Plaster wo:rk is bcsically unc!'eative ••• 
6 . Molds are !>hilosophically wronO' fo:r the 
o ott e!' • .. • •. • . . • . . , . . • ,. • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . ~ . . 
7. When the notter thinks or melds he orten 
thinks or- those made by someone other 
than the· u.ser •• • ••• •••• .•••• • ••• . •• •.• • 
8 .. Reshaping the cast wo1..tld make 1 t mo~e 
acceptable aesthetically ••••••••••••••• 
9 . The pot t er coul d use mold seams and 
other natural limitations or the mold 
to his advantage ... . .................... . 
10. Mold work has a detrimental erfect on 
c:reativity ••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • 
Percentage 
Indicating 
"True" 
(2) = 
19 
100 
45 
30 
12.5 
15 
25 
12.5 
67 . r; 
10 
-----------------------------------------------------------
4 
An appreciable number signified statements 3 and 4 
to be true. \'lhile this number was in the minority, it 
shows that many craftsmen believe that ideas conceived 
for clay do lose something through the plaster process, 
· nd that mold making might set up aesthetic b :rriers. 
This conclusion is drawn probably because plaster mold 
work is very exacting and tllne consuming. The intermediate 
plaster step betwee n t he conception and the finished 
piece may interfere vli th the free and spontaneous qualities 
contemporary artists ve.lue so highly. The writer believes 
that the 19 per cent who &greed that the studio potter 
associates mold use with the hobbyist is a sui'fie;iently 
large· percentage to cast a psychological shadow on the 
use of molds for the prof'ess i onal orai'tsman. 
'fhe technical ,imp!!.£!~.ion!!_.- - 'ro investigate the 
technical implications that deal with the attitudes or the 
potter towards plaster mold work, the respondents were 
asked to indicate the statements they believed to be 
generally true. The rtesults are in table 3. Less than 
one half of the res pondents agreed that plaster is a 
mechanical medium~ This mechanical quality that plaster 
is often considered tD have, :t,s one of the factors that 
deters artists psychologioally in this medium. Apparently, 
t he belief is not as vlide-spread as. is usually assumed. 
According to statement 2, only 30 pe:r cent believe plaster 
mol d work leads to tightness, another cardinal reason o.ften 
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advanced against mold work. However., 45 pe:r:a cent a eed 
that the c:r:aa:rtsman avoids plaste:r:a mold v1ork because it is 
un.familiar to him, and 62 . 5 per cent admitted that the 
average potter does not knot-t enough about it . These self' 
evaluations are .significant to the study, as they come 
close to agreeing with the writer 1 s concepts on these 
isS11es . The 32 • .5 per cent tvho indicated that technical 
knowledge of plaster ~-tork is often diffi cult to obtain, 
was not a disappointingly low percentage to the '.lthor. 
Table 3. The Percentages of the Responding Potters 
lrJho Indicated ''True" to the Statements on 
the Technical Implications 
Statements 
(1 
1 . Plaster is a mechanical medium ••••• • •• 
2. The limitations of plaster lead to 
nt.'i ht " g ness •·•·•·••••••••••••••••••••• 3. The craftsman avoids plaster work be-
cause it is unfamiliar to him ••••••••• 
4. The average potter does not kno\-t 
enough about mold work ................ . 
.5 . Technical mowledge of plaster work is 
often difficult to obtain ............. . 
-Percen'""t"a e 
Indicating 
"True" 
(2 
42 • .5 
30 
1!-5 
62 • .5 
32 • .5 
It is believed that most yotte:r-s are una.l-Iro-e of how 
little is written about the more advanced problems of 
plaster mo l d work. As evidence of this , many respondents 
made comments about the1:r personal limitations in this 
area. In general, it seems ap~arent they know so little 
about t he plaster mold work that they do not question 
\vhat info:rmation is or is not available. 
The mass producti on i mplications ... - 1able 4 carries 
the responding potter t !'eactions to the mass pi'oduction 
implications of plaster mold work. IJ.'he writer believes 
that limited mass -production can be a very vital f orce in 
bringing good design to many people who otherwise could 
not have 1 t. Of' the po·cters asked , 87.5 per cent conc~red 
t hat good design is pos sible in limited mass production , 
a nd 85 per cent agreed t hat through limited mass production 
good design could be brought t o many people . That 
Scandanavian cast are is good pottery was ac epted by 
87.5 per cent. Since this ware is the product of the mold , 
the perce ntage of approval is oncot~aging. Onl y 10 per 
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cent felt that an i t em that is duplicated l oses its qual1ty6 
but 52 .5 per cent felt t ._ at the mol d produced i tem is 
associated -rri th cheap articles . Thi.s is probably due to 
the fact the.t much :inferior cast ware is always present in 
gift stores selling chean i. toms. Of cour se, there i s much 
poor hand- made \>~are bcut, but f ortunately 1 t seldom reaches 
the market . 
The nece ssa~y k not-dodge .. _.., I n this section the 
wri ter attempted to determine the importance the potters 
plftced. on the variou s mold techniques. Table 5 shows 
these reactions. A lattge majori ty i ndicated that the 
drain mold was either· i mportant or very itnportant . This 
is the mold that is most fami liar to them . It is ho1ever, 
the least imaginative and the most sadly-limited of all 
the molds . On the three template methods , about ha.l.f 
lndicated that they are either very important or important, 
t-1h11e the other half si gnified the methods to be un-
im ortant . In most instances, the respondents finding 
the template methods unimportant appear to be t hose who 
ha~re not experimented with t ... ;.ese methods. 
Table 4. The Percentages of the Respon ing Potters 
'tAJho Indicated "Trueu to the Statements on 
the Ivtass Production Implications 
Statements 
::: (1} 
1 . By using limited mass production 
methods , the stud.i.o potter can brin 
good design to many people •••• • ••••••• 
2 . \'Je can have good design in limited 
mass pi'oduction ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3 •. An item that is dupl1.cated loses its 
quality .... . ................... .- ....... . 4. The mold produced item is apt to be 
associated with cheap a.~ticles •••••.•• 
5. The Scandanavian cast ware we see in 
exhibitions usually is good pottery • •• 
Percentage 
Indicating 
"True" 
2 
10 
It was aurpi'ising to learn th t about half of the 
potters indicated that jiggering, and the bloc and case, 
were important, as these are very mechanical -processes. 
The majority agreed that the press molds and the dra e 
mo 1 d.s were either important or very important. ~'his 1 s 
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a natural resction as these molds allow f or an appreciable 
share of artistic license. Also, these molds are often 
easy to make and use·. The spri g mold did not et a 
majority, probably because many of the craf tsmen do not 
know what it is. A little morEl than half l:'*e o:a.rded the 
hand working of plaster as either important oz. tte'f.ty 
important . This result was sui'prising and enooU!'aging 
to the writer 1 as he believes very 11 ttl e. hand vrork'ing 
in plaster is done by potters . This may indicate that 
the prejudices against the material are beginning to 
disappear . 
Table 5. The Importance of Various Plaster Techniques 
as Rated by the Responding Potte1:-s ... exprossed 
in per~entsges 
!•lost Un ... 
Teehniaue Imnort.ant I mpoJ:ttant I rnp·y~jant ~1 r: ' {2~ _ _13) -
1 . Drain molds •••••• •• . ~ • • 50 27.5 22 . 5 
2 . The pin template • •• •• •• 7 5 42.5 50 • • 3. The hori zonta l temnlate 5 47 -5 47 .5 4. The free f orm. template .. 7.5 32. 5 60 5. Holl ow and solid cast 
molds .•..••.•• , ... .. .... ~ - · .. . 32.5 40 27.5 
6 . Jiggering •• •• . •..• •• •• . 17 •. 5 32. 5 50 
7 - The block and case • • . •• 20 25 55 8. Press mo 1.-ds • .. • • - • • • . .. • • 25 45 30 
9. Sprig molds •••••••••••• 12 .. 5 30 57 
1 0 . Dra.pe molds.~ · ·· · ·· ·· ·· 30 37. 5 32 . 5 
11. The hand working of 
plas t er ......... . ......... . .. 30 23 ~.7. 5 
The reguest f'or t1..@ tlone.l information. •- Section IV 
of' the inquiry form asked for additional materi als t hat the 
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respondents used or had available. Specificall y 
requested were course outlinesj bibliogra}:>hies, technical 
publications, or any other a ida deemed to be useful. 
Nothing new to the writer was submitted. , orothy Perkins' 
arti cles, and the books by John Kenny, and F. H. No~ton 
were suggested. Dorothy Perkins personally suggested 
the u. s. Gypsum publicat ions . All these t.rorks a l ready 
Here surveyed by the author . Theso ,facts s trengthen t he 
convicti on t hat there is not s.dequate 11tePat1 e on "!:ihe 
Sllbject . Lucia Col ins stata-l in a. lotte:t:•· accompA.nyi ng 
hett re'T")ly that a r...andbo -k on t)la.nt~r mole~ vox• 1f i-Jrt tten 
i n non technical langua~e "Would b& most helpful to the 
studi o o·tter. 
Also, in Sec tion rv· s. eopy .of the summary of the 
s tudy to~as oi'fered to tho persons conroleting t ' e in uiry 
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.~.orm if they desit•ed it . Fort; he most art, the potters 
a.cceptod the inquil"y i'orm with great enthusiasm and all 
requested a copy of the re sults. Thi s attitude demonstttates 
that the craftsmen ar-e deeply conceraned about this matter, 
and are anxious to have t he reactions of t heir fe llow 
potters to this problem. 
4. Conclusion ot: tha Inquiry Fot1m 
Tho inquiry for m concluded wi t h a request f or 
addi t i onal comm3nts. These came in floods from many o.f 
t he respondents , taldnc, t ho fo rm ·Of annllta:ciona, comments, 
11 
and long letters. A few potters wished to remain purists , 
and would have nothing to do with anything but the hand 
making of ware. The majority accepted the use of the mold 
as a valid process within limitations . These limits of 
employment varied from very restricted use to a very wide 
use . Some use only one mold technique, while others 
utilize all the mold techniques . The varied reactions 
are tvell illustrated by the following quotations . These 
were taken from the comments accompanying the returns. 
"I am very interested in the research you are 
doing.. I think the subject , with others of the 
same type, is becoming a problem that more rreople 
should help to solve for society's benefit . 1 
Gaetan Beaudin 
North Hatley, Quebec 
"F·ree form dishes and the like are beat produced 
with the aid of nlaster ... they are free and creative. 
I believe most potters know about molds and use same. " 
J. David Broudo 
Head of the Art Department 
Endicott College, Beverly 
Hasaachuaetts 
"I believe however in the freedom we ought to 
give to any artist to think or feel like a Pre-
Raphaelite or a Picasso as he chooses. The great 
wrong is to restrict.n 
John Butler 
Owner 
Ossipee Pottery, Ossipee 
New Hampshire 
"Look at the best pottery !"rom Peru and China . 
Both fi~xrines and functional vessels; many of them 
are mold made but how beautiful!" 
Fong Chow 
Far Eastern Department 
Metropolitan Museum of New York 
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n.r have a ~eat deal or respect for the designer 
potter who works in the casting medium. I .feel that 
there is a great deal o.f unjustified snobbery among 
studio potters about wheel thrown .forms . " 
John T. Emery 
Chairman of the New Hampshire 
Potters' Guild 
"All ouzt items at-e cast. Twelve items in the 
last ten years have been in various museums. Our 
cast fx-ui t bowl won the ~··100 Harper Furnace Award 
in the 15th Ceramic National at Syracuse f1useum. " 
Oliver \-J , Greene* III 
Kingston Kilns 
Kingston, Rhode Island 
"My thoughts on plaster o.f Paris and its uses 
for the potter are set forth in my book on pottery 
making at the beginning of Chapter IV . Plaster or 
Pal'is is a tool; something that a craftsman can use 
to nroduce things in othe:tt materials. It is also 
a material with which a o:raftsman may create. I 
cannot see how rules could be established concern-
ing the ways or the extent to which the crartsman 
may use it. ' 
The artist makes use or any tool that he needs . 
If he is a true artist he uses the tools creatively 
and the results are good. I believe there is hardly 
any tool which has not been misused at some time by 
some people, but such ndsuae would be no reason for 
attempting to limit the use of the tool . n 
John B. Kenny 
Author of ncomplete Book of 
Pottery !-laking" 
"Thanks f or the enclosed inquiry and questionnaire . 
It is encouraging to know that someone is inte!'ested 
in bringing plaster work back to res actable esteem 
from its decades of banishment by Upper ... Bohemian 
snobs." 
Betse Lewis 
Lewis Jorkshop Studi os 
Uarren ., Michigan 
"I doubt if the process or mold making itsel~ is 
as much or an aesthetic ba.r:rtier as the potter 1 s l ack 
or knowledge and inexperience with the nrocess. A 
potter is not likoli to use plaster if he is not 
ski lled in its use. 
Karl Martz 
Asst .. Professor of Ceramics 
Indiana University 
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"Model and mol d- making should , I believe , be a 
part of every studio pot t er 's background of exper i ence 
and knowl edge, providing a broader basis f or the 
develonment and exnr e s sion of his ideas . To overlook 
the many possibili t ies offered by these methods is to 
limit one' s sslf .. ' 
Dr . or o thy \i .. Perki ns 
Ceramic Department 
Rhode I sland School of esi gn 
5. Summ ry of t he 'i' i ndings of the I .uir y Fort 
T_ ere e some very i~_ort n a n per n nt fact s 
mer gi ng f'ron ... his inqui ry . The f act th. '{; · 1 the p tters 
"elt that c._ eat·· vi ty depends mop on t he c aft 1 an ·-han 
on the metho mpl oyed , •ppears t o indicate t hat t_e 
craftsman c n use the mold if h de s ire . Ot~er state ent s 
on the cr ea t i ve implications see t d m~ nstrate tha~ 
llfhi le the ott ex• may be categorical ly opnose d t o mold work , 
h is reasons f or thi s avers i on are not really on aest_ eti c 
bases . Aocor in• to t he 'otter~' own evaluat .ons, it 
ppears t hat th fear of' the mechanical aspects of l aster 
mol d wor k and the lack f knm-1led of the techni ques , are 
the Peal reasons behi nd the av-er s ion. Refer to t abl e s 2 
through 5. The l ittle i r r i tations caused by the hobbyist's 
use o~ mol ds , the association o1' cheap 'tvare with t he mol d, 
and the preciousnes s of t ho one of a ki nd article , cloud 
thi s issue "" Ho"Lvever , mos t of the potteits r epl yi ng 
appar ent l y did not t hink t hese were vall d reasons f'or 
r estr icting the use of molds . 
The fact t ha t the majority di a not indicate t hat 
techni cal lmowledge in this field is hard to find, does 
not indicate that the contrary is true. It is the writer ' s 
contention that the craftsman ha-s done so little research 
in t his field , that he is unaware of the dearth of 
information. \Jhene~rer the aui:ihor chall enged t ose v,rho 
claimed information was readily available, he found t hat 
the potter had few or no source s to offer . A so, the 
preliminary lnvesti geti ns of the t.rrl ter uncovered very 
l imi.ted source mater! 1 . 
Recom.rnendntion.s . -- It s eems evident that a 'a.n1.1Bl on 
plaster mold work for the arti s t potter is necessary , and 
the writer offers su.ch a manual in the follmlng chapte .~. s . 
The romainde1~ of thin cho.pter \<Iill justify the m nual and 
explain its s cope . 
In the re t t.•.rnec inq1 iry forms, more :lt1 Ol"mat i on is 
available than could be €lmployed in this thesis . Po<-~sibly , 
additional studies could be made from it . For instance, 
it might be :I. n teresting to br eak dovm these repli es into 
groups that teach, m ke mo l ds, or those t-1ho a1~e stu i o 
potters onl y . Some interesting psychologic 1 sons 
aould be made . Also, !' f ol lm·i up study mi ght be made to 
inve attgate the reasonin~ behind many of thes st tem nt s. 
Some· or the s tatements in t he i nauiry f orm ~uggest sub jects 
for t heses and w-1ould ma e interesting inve stigations. 
6. The Di scuss ion of the !1anual 
Justification for the manual.-- U on preliminary 
investi gations, it was established that the studio pot ter 
found it difficult to locate information on mold work . 
Also; there were no lncentives actively encourag ng him 
to try the nlaster mold nossibilities. The &uthor 
c~e ·t;erm1. ned many reasons to justify the eom-poai t~_ on f a 
plaster manual for the stl dio potter . ~he f'o l l ouinr,. nre 
th moat important ones: 
1 . Tho material i s not now publi~hed in boo f oP 
outli e form. 
2 . The most depen ~ a.bl a published rnatertal ts in 
ma,.:;a.zines, oo ~rerine only one method at e. ti ,e . 
Often, an i nvolve d proced'I.We i s carr ed o-.rer a 
two or three m nth span, m king it iff icu1t t o 
, aint ain contl nui ty of thouf:.,ht ~ 
3. The av ilable .a~ zinc articles may be dif£icult 
f'ol~ the pot te :r• to procure. 
4. Often, the literc ture does not cover the best 
methods, is i ncomplete, or hit or miss i n 
pr•osento.tio -• 
5. Ceramics courses deslsned for the artist pot;ter 
usually contain lit ·cle training in mold work . 
6 . Until very recently ; mol d making was consi dered 
e ntirely to be in t he ~trade secret ' cate ory, in 
industry. The lmowledge was well guar ed. I n 
1.5 
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most potteries this condition still exists. People 
who are specialists in mold work are not willing 
to share their knowledge . 
7. It would seem that if the potter had this· knowledge, 
he could produce mol ds that would be suitable to 
his production and not to industry. 
B. The editor of Ceramics Monthly magazine made the 
following statement Y.lhen introducing the Dorothy 
Perki ns' articles: "\fuen the series has been 
completed; the reader will have acquired the most 
detailed and authori.tative information available 
!I 
on the subject." Dr Perkins' articles are 
excellent, but they do not cove:r all the methods 
and do have the disadvantage of not being complete 
in any ·one publication. It is evident that what 
the edito:r appears to believe is the best available , 
is not complete enough for the studio potter. 
It was decided that since a manual was needed it could 
best be produced by surveying the literat1xre on the subject, 
interviewing authottities in the field, and visiting studios 
as well as commercial . potteries . Also, courses in mold 
work offered by colleges were studied~particularly those 
offered by Alfl"ed Unive:rsity, The Rhode I sland School of 
Design, and the Mas.sachusetts School ot: A:rt . The writer 
llfouis G. Farbe:r, Edito:r 1 s Note, Cerami cs Monthly, (A ril, 
1955), 3:31. . 
drew on his own education here and in Australia, as well 
as on his teaching experience in this field. This manual 
has been compiled and presented in the following chapters 
of this thesis. 
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The scone of the manual.-- This manual covers specifi c 
areas of mold work . The work in this thesis has the 
.following limitations: It is not intended to be a text on 
casting ceramic ware. The methods of making and pouring 
clay slip as well as the handling or the clay casts are 
not an important consideration here .. It does not deal 
with the problems of industry or those of the hobbyist, 
but is concerned chlefly wlth t he artist potter, It is 
interested in the methods capable or producing aesthetic 
t-Iare only. Finally, the paper does not claim to treat 
fully the sub j eot of casting ceramic sculpture, vlh!ch the 
lvri ter feels should be treated. completely in a paper 
devoted to the casting of sculpture in general . 
7-. Discussion of the Related Literature 
As explained in the justification of this paper, the 
literatu~re on this subject is as yet , incomplete. There 
are a few periodicals that are helpful. These are Ceramics 
Honthly, Ceramic Age, Ceramic Industry , and the Bulletins 
of the American Ceramic Society. The fi~st menti oned 
continues to be very useful to the artist potter. The 
othe~s become more technical and industrial in nature, 
particularly in the last few yearos . Also, the United 
States GY!>Sllm Company has issued a few namphlet s that are 
good. Among the books are those written by .Tohn Kenny, 
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F . H. Norton, . Horace Jenkins, and C.F . Binns . v.hile her 
writings do not appear in books, Dorothy Perkins is one of 
the best informed authors on the subject. Complete 
references f or these sources are listed in the bibliography . 
In this workJ a discussion of the related literature 
has been added to the end of each chapter division. This 
was done to maintain continuity of thought for the reader . 
The literature concernin specific procedures is discussed 
i n conjunction -v.Tith those procedures. 
CHAPTER II 
GENERAL NOTES Al."q D SI MPLE PLASTER I-10LD \10RK 
Partt One: Some General Uotes 
1. The Nature of Plaster 
To make plaster, Gypsum rook is roasted in a calci ning 
kiln . Part of the water of crystalization is driven orr, 
giving Gypsum plaster as thi;product. The action is 
illustrated by the formula:. CaS0.; 2Hz_O --5>CaSO~ H LO · l ~H ot. 
hben water is added to plaster , the water is absorbed to 
produce a substance similar to t he rock it came from . The 
rormula is reversed . There are many types of plasters 
available . Some EU"e too hard and too non-absorbent for 
mold use . A special plaster; "pottery plaster" , is made 
for this purpose . Suoh plasters as molding pl aster, super-
fine casting plastert and other soft plasters may be easier 
to procwe and will serve when pottery plaster is un-
available. The plasters sold under trade names suoh as 
Hydroca.l, Hydrostone, Ultracal and others, have great 
strength and can be used f or models or castings requiring 
strength but not absorbency. The lack of absorbency is 
valuable in model work because it makes the job of sizi ng 
much easier . Still other plasters are available r or 
~nited States Gyp sum Co ., Industrial Sales Division, 
eramic Applications of Plasters, Technical Bulletin, 
(undated), Chi cago. 
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s ecific purposes but are thoroughly unsatisfactory for 
ceramic work. 
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Procedures .-- Outlined below are some basic rocedures 
for working with plaster and its products. These may be 
repeated again, in part , under specific problems for the 
sake of emphasis and clarity. 
2. Mixing the Plaster 
The way plaster is mixed has much to do with 
successful mold making . The amount of plaster necessary 
to cast a particular shape must be determined before 
mixing is begun. A convenient method which is widely 
employed is suggested. It has been determined that better 
molds result when the water content is kept low. The most 
generally accepted mix is in a proportion of 2.75 pounds 
of plaster to one quart of water. This combination will 
yield 81 cubic inches of mol d consistency ulaster. Knowing 
these facts, the potter can determine the amount of ~laster 
req1rlred for any given volume desired. Other proportions 
are easily worked out , if the craftsman wishes to work in 
larger or smaller quantities . 
After the plaster and water are measured out, the 
plaster is sifted through the fingers over the surface 
of the water, allowing the water enough time to absorb 
the plaster. When this ope!'ation is completed, the mixture 
is allowed to set for two to th!'ee minutes. Thi s is called 
the "Slaking" period. Now, the plaster is stirred for a 
few minutes until the fingers leave a faint trail when 
they are drawn across the surface of the mixture . The 
container should now be jarred to release any trapped air 
bubbles . These in turn are scooped out of the mix . The 
plaster is then ready for pouring. The pom-ing shoul d be 
done slowly but steadily to prevent the development of air 
bubbles . The mold is jarred to release any air b11bbles 
f rom the face of the model, and the plaster is allowed 
about twenty minutes to set. It will take several days 
for the plaster to acquire its full strength and to loose 
all its free water. 
The plaster can be mixed by hand or mechanically. 
In the Studi o section of this Cha ter, a ri g made from an 
electric drill is described for mechanical mixing of the 
plaster . 
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The slow and fast mix.-- In Chapter III of this pa er , 
the writer refers to a slol-t and a fast mix. The more 
plaster is stirred, the f aster it sets. Conside!*able 
stlrring then 'dll produce a fast mix . However, t he set 
can be delayed by only sti rring the plaster enough to 
keep it in suspension, thus making a slow mix . This is 
a very useful condition when one wants to work for some 
time with the mix in a plasti c state 1 the so~called 
period of plasticity. The setting time of plaster may 
be hastened by adding salt (NaCl), or by using hot water. 
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The settin time may be. delayed by introducing other 
additives, snch as vinegar . Cold water can be used to 
delay the action. Theue procedure s usually are not 
recommended for they cause other characteristics to de velop 
in the mix. 
3. Separators 
Stearic acid.-- I f plaster is to be cast on plaster, 
a separator is necessary to pre~ent the second cast from 
adhering to the first. Many materials are used for this 
purpose. If the cast will never be used for clay castine 
work, a mixture of one part stearic acid to three parts 
kerosene makes an excellent separator. A very thin coat 
of this mixture is applied with a brush to the parting 
su,rface of the plaster. It is almost infallible. 
English Crown soap .... - For the separation of sur.faces 
that will later be used in contact with clay, nglish 
Crow_n soap is t e · standard for general use. About one 
part soap is added to two parts of boiling water (by 
weight). This solution is applied to the da.mpened surface 
of the plas ter and vrhipped into a lather and then wiped 
ot:f. The proocedure is :repeated until the surface is sized 
and a drop of water on it. does not penetrate the plaster. 
When the sur.face is adequately sized, it has a sli ght 
sheen on it~ Adding the soap prooduoes an insoluable 
calcium oleate with the surface of the plaster. For this 
reason, it should never be placed on a surface that is to 
como in contact with tho clay body . 11 
4. The Related Literature 
The following e.~e selected b ooks and periodicals 
dealing with the notes di scussed above: 
1 . Offutt , J· . s . and c. r-1 . Lambe, Pla.sters and G;y:psum 
Cements for the . Geramic Lndust!':y, Bulletin of' the 
American Ceramic Society, (February, 1947), Volume 26 , 
~umber 2, Buffalo, N o>~ York . 
Presents a 'ITery thorough di scttssion of the nat'UI"o of 
plaster and i.t s :r.-e l a. t:l.onship to the ceramic i ndustry . 
2 . Kel:'l.ny, Joh.11 B., !he Gomplet.~ Boo.. of Pott~y M king , 
Greenberg , Publish er, New York, 19f.t-9. 
Chapt er I V contains some good notes about the mixing 
of' plaster. 
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3. Perk ins , Dorothy, "The Pin Tem_late," Cere.mics Honthly, 
(April; 1955), 3:29. 
This arti cle discusses the slow and fast mix, as well 
a s, oth er mixing and pour.ing data . 
~- · United States Gy'g11m Company, Industrial Sales Divisi on, 
Partit"l..g Compounds for ""' nsum Cements, Technical Bulletin 
LGL- ITT· Sl , (undated , Chi cago. 
A concise di scus 3ion of plaster separators and their 
a ~ec1f5. c uses. 
j]F . H. Norton, Ceramics f or the Arti st Pot t er, Addi son-
~vesley Publ! shing Co . , Inc., Cambridge , 19~6, p . l69 . 
Part T"L.;~o: Th 1-lateri:.tls nd Equi pment 
Needed .for Plaster \vork in the Studio 
The mold shop.•- I n potteri es •..rhere extensi ·,,e . old 
uork i s constantly in pr ogress , much space and equipment 
is necessary . The United States agsum Company suggests 
how such a shop should be set up. However, a much more 
· mode st arrangement would suffice f or the studio potter. 
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It :ts desirable that plaster work be kept isolated from 
the clay work. The materials necessary are not expensive , 
and most of the equipment can be improvised. 
The casting bench.-- A good wo~k bench is necessary . 
Thi s mi ght be made utilizing any heavy table or bench. 
The top must be level, smooth and waterproof . A slab of 
marble, slate, plate glass or treated hardboard may be 
used . Polished granite surface plates are considered to 
make the best available surface . Figure 2-1 shows t he y 
method of preparing the bench top . 
The mixer.-- l'lhile plaster can be mixed by hand , it 
is more convenient to use a mechanical mixer . A quarter 
:v inch electl'ic drill can be adapted fol." this purpose . 
2/Ibld., .9 • 
Divi sion, 
IGL 
.J./F . H. Norton, Ce!'amics for the Artist Potter , Addison-
Wesley, Publishing Company, Ine., Cambridge, 19.56, p.285. 
.. . 
•' 
A rubber diso is mounted on a quarter inch rod of a 
sui table length. Thi .s disc when rota tad will stir the 
plaster and will dono damage if $-t strikes the side of 
.the mixing contn1nor. The drill should be connected to 
a gl'ound to avoid a ds.ngl."ous shock. See Figure 2- 2 
below for a Sketch o:f this arrangement .• 
~ ood bench top 
Fi. gure 2- 1. The Casting Bench Top. 
trt1t--------Nut 
~{W<~C:========-~ sh ers ~ - ubbe:r- di ao.!.. " thi ck f 
Fi gure 2- 2. A Plaster Mi xer 
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The sink.-• A sink with running hot and cold water 
·is necessary. It should be provided wlth a plaster trap 
and a removable stand pipe. (The writer has seen a tin 
can opened at both ends used effectively as a ·and pipe). 
If the potter is care.ful, the stand pipe alone r.;1ould 
provide protection a ainst plaster set·ting in tho drain 
pipes. Figure 2- 3 illustrates the sink arrangement . 
A wash bal~rel .-- A very uae.ful adjunct to the plaster 
sink is a washing barrel~ For this purpose, a 55 gallon 
d1~um with an open top is VfH'Y use.ful. The drum is half 
filled with water and is used to ri.nse the plaster out of 
the mixing containers. This takes care of most of the live 
plaster, preventing it t'rom evert getting into the drains . 
v!hen this barrel becomes half full of' dead plaster solution, 
the f'ree water is syphoned off, and the solid can be 
disposed of' as r~bbish. 
AllllllllllllliHillllllll~ 
Plaster trap 
Figure 2-3. The Plaster Sink 
Comtainers . -- A number of mixing containers from 
small dish pan size to wash tub size is useful . These 
utensils a:re best when po:rcelain coated. Soft plastic 
containers are p:re.fer.red by some \iOrkers. while 
professionals often us.e specially made brass buckets and 
bowls. It is important that the aontainers be easily 
cleaned . 
ru scellaneous eauipment .-- The following is a list 
of additional. useful articles for the shop. They need 
not be laboratory- type equipment but rather hardware or 
kitchen items: 
1 . One set of pound scales; at least 25 pound capacity 
2 . One quart measure 
3. A few natural sponges of various sizes 
4. A shaving brush for applying soap 
5. A la:r>ge cellulose sponge 
6. A bristle scrub brush 
7. A selection or pllister turning tools and scrapers 
8. An old saw with large teeth and wide set 
9 . Spatulas and spoons of various sizes 
10 . Carving tools as nee ded 
11 . Angle plates and cottles 
12. Cutting and filing equipment for template making 
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13 . Large rubber bands (made from automobile inner tubes) 
and heavy cottd for securing mold parts together . 
.Expendable materials ..... The following is a list of 
materials neede d: 
1 . A supply of' pottery o:r> grade A molding plaster 
2 . Hydrocal plasteP a s needed 
3. One or two po~nds of stear ic acid and one gallon 
of kerosene 
4• One or two pounds of English Crown soap 
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5. A supply of'· sandpaper and t-Jet or dry abrasive paper 
of' various grit sizes 
6. Scrap boards, plywood, linol eum, sheet metal, and/or 
roofing paper for making cottles , templates and 
mold bo:xes . 
All the equipment and materials above should be purchased 
or procured as needed as it is not necessary to have all 
the 1 tems at one time . Plaster, especially• shoul d be 
purchased in quantities that ti'ill be adequate for immedi ate 
use . Plaster must be stored off the floor in a dry place . 
The related literature •. -- J ohn Kenny exola n s some of 
...,.._. _ ___,.. . - t 
the equipment needed for l aster t-tork :i.n Chs:pte!• - J' of his 
ll . . 
b ook • ......, The re·ferences :in .f.oot notes 1 and 3 P~ e 2..t~- contain 
the best ref.el .. ences S.'Jailable . Al thoue;..h little is , i tten 
on this a speet of plaster wo1 .. k , the begin."l~r wi ll be able 
to adjust to his own situat ion ~.tith a little help from one 
or t~ .. o of the above· ref.erence 3 * 
fl John B. Ker ... '1YJ !he Compl~te Book .. or __fottery __ !-taking . 
Gz;eenberg, Publishe!'t Ne~1 York, 1949. 
Part Three: A Basic Plaster Problem 
Making a ~~eel Bat 
1 . The Cottle F'orm 
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Basi c procedures .-- The basic procedures for the proper 
use of !'laster in the st1.:tdio can be l earned by casting a 
simple form such as a wheel bat . This bat will be ten 
inche s in diameter and one and one half inches thick . A 
circle ten inches in diameter is cut f:rom a piece o.f ply-
wood to form a base for the mold form . A strip of linoleum 
is Hrappad around the plywood to settve as a re t ainer for 
t he poured plaster . This is called a cottle ancl may be 
made of sheet metal or heavily tarred building paper. The 
oottle is secured with rubber bands , and carefully bound 
with heavy string. All seams are caulked with soft clay 
to prevent leaks . The plywood is coated v.ri th grease or 
soap . Figure 2-4 illustrates the method of assembly. 
The form is now ready .for use .. 
Poured 
plaster 
(red) 
Plywood 
(blue) 
Linoleum cattle 
Heavy st-ring 
Sof't clay 
Fi gure 2-4. The Cottle Assembly .for Na.king a ee1 Bat . 
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2 . Calculating the .?laster Required 
The formula used.-- The wheel bat to be pro'~ced here 
is a lo '1 cylindo:;:• i n respect to its geometric shape . 
Theroforo, we must use the formula f or the area of a 
cylinder , which isli r~::zA. In thi s case 'iT-=>: 3.14, r•5 inches , 
and h;: l i i nches . Substituting i n the f ormula, we have the 
fo llowing r esult which is the req1.1ired amount of plaster 
in cubic inches: 3.14. by 25 by 1! 117.75 or approximately 
118 cubic inches. The best ratio of water to plaster for 
mold making is one quart of w.atel' to 2. 75 nounds of dry 
plaster, which when mi xed will yield 81 cubi c inches of 
cast plaster . Thi s combination makes a convenient unit 
f or calculating the plaster and water necessary for any 
plaster mold project. To determine how many units are 
needed, divide the volume of the desired cast by the volume 
of or.~.e unit of plaster. In this case, divide 118 by 81. 
which gives 1.45 or approximately 1~ units . ~J.hen rounding 
of'f, it is be&t to do so in t he manner which will add mo!'e 
plaster. It is better to have a little too much plaste!' 
than too little. In this r espect, i'o!* easier calculations 
it is safe to consider this unit to yield 80 cubic inches . 
Since 1-! uni t s are required., it is necessary to measure 
out 1! quarts of water and 4.125 (4 1/8 ) pounds of plaster. 
Weigh 4 1/8 ~ounds of plaster . Place 1~ quarts of 
water into a clean containei' large enough to permit mixing 
the batch. The water is best at about !'oom ·t;empera ture. 
• 
E ther cold 01 ... :lot i·rA.ter !las :1desirable effects. 
3. t<Uxing and Pouring the Plaster 
The plaster is always added to the water . Bettert 
- esults a.ro usually attainttd if the dry plastert i s firtst 
sieved through a ·5o mesh sieve to break up any lumps. 
T e p aster is sifted tblough the fi ngers slowly, over 
the sru•face of' the vrater, allowing ample time f or the 
plaster to be absorbed by the water• or a lumpy mass will 
l~euult . The plaster must now be allowed to soak without 
a gi tation for twoor three minutes. This is called 
slaking, and is ver y important to the smoothness of the 
mix . Now, the plaster can be mixed by hand f or about 
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t hree minutes or until the mix begins to feel creamy and 
leaves a slight imprint when the finge rs are dr awn a cross 
i t s surface. 'l'he mixing can also be done with t he electric 
mixer described in Chapter I . Every attempt should be 
made to remove the bubbles from the mix. 
Pouring the .plaster.-- The plaster is now poured 
slowly and without splashing. If a helper is present, 
pour the plas·ter into the cottle ove:r the helpe:r- 1 s hand 
and thus prevent splashing and the formation of' ai:r 
bubbles. The cast is checked f or leaks. If small ones 
occur• they oan be stopped with a wad or soft clay ott d:ry 
plaster applied to the outside of the cottle. The cast 
is gently vib:rated to release any ai:r bubbles at the 
surJ. ace. Tho mixing bowl must be washed immediately i n 
a tub of water. \'Jashing the bowl in the sink would clog 
t he drain with setting plaster. 
4. Removing and Fini shing the Cast 
About twenty minutes after pouring the plaster t-till 
set releasing considerable heat. ~Jhen the peak of this 
heat has passed, the oottle may be removed. In an hour 
the casting may be removed fttom the base. Any sc!'aping 
or finishing should be done at this time as the plaster 
is quite so:rt and easily out . Sharp edges should be 
bevelled to prevent chipping and to aid in handling . 
Drying titne varies with the heat and humidity . 
Plas·ter can stand drying temperatures up to 14S° F . vrhile 
it contains water, but temperatures over 120° J:l, v1ill burn 
!I 
the cast after it has lost its moisture . Plaster should 
be dried t-rith proper support or warping may result . If 
the worker has mastered all these steps, be has learned 
the basic principle.s of plaster ~rork. 
5. The Related Literature 
1 . Not•ton, F . H., Ceramics for the Artist Potter, A dison-
\·iesley Publishing Company, .Lnc., Cnmbridge, 1956, 
Chapter XI X. 
Pre~ent s an excellent di scussion o£ a basic plaster 
problem at the beginning of Chapter XIX. 
2. Kenny, Jol"l..n B., The Gornplete Book of Pottery 1-k.ki ng , 
Greonberg, Publisher, Ne-vr York, 1949. 
Discusses slmple plaster problems in Ghaptett IV . 
1JJ.J. Svec, (Editor), Pottery P)."oduction Processes , 
Industrial Publications, Inc • . , Chicago, 19lj.6 . p .. 12 . 
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Part Four : 1.'·1aking a One Piece Nold 
Uses and lim! tations ..... This mo l d is probably the most 
wi dely llsed o·f all molds . It is suitable for making cups , 
bOlvls , flower _pots, tumblers and vases where the greatest 
diameter is at the top , and where no undercuts orevent the 
cast from dropping out of the mold. Also , as in all drain 
molds , the inside shape follows the outside shape . A high 
foot would show as a channel on the inside of the cast . 
The model .-- The model for a one piece 
could be made from a variety of materials . 
we shall make a bowl shape of solid clay. 
laster mold 
For our purpose 
The model is 
wheel thrown and formed upside dm-m on two concentric rinos ; 
the first one is larger than the model., and the second ring 
is larger than the first ring to simplify the process of 
casting the mold . Fi gure 2 ... 5 wi l l clarify this arrangement . 
The l<Ihole complex is thrown from one lump of clay. The 
wall of the lol'ler ring should be vertical·Sided , and uill 
serV'e to hold the cottle in place . The UPJ)e!' ring shoul d 
have its wall t apered slight l y towards the bowl f orm to 
insure easy release from the mold . The upper ring will 
-ro!'m the t:rim shelf in t he mold. When the clay form 
becomes leather ha.rd_, it may be tooled to the exac t shape 
desired. 
Pou!'ins the mo l d.- ... The mol d can be made di rectly on 
the wheel head, or t he model may be mo\red to the casting 
table . The cottle is wranped a!'ound the model , tied 
• 
~~ii:i::s>'~~!\:---- Tri m shelf rit'l g 
~~----- Cottle ring 
Fi gure 2-5. The Clay Ilodel 
Linoleum 
cot t le _ ____ ~ ::-it-o::~~-
Fi gure 2- 6. The Cottle Arrangement 
-~old 
F. gure 2-7 . The Mold 
securel~ and all the joints are sealed with soft clay . 
The oottle must be at l east l ·rt inches above the model to 
assure the minimum depth of plaster over the model . The 
side l-l'S.lls of the mold must be at least one inch thick. 
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As indi cated in the previous chapter, the proper amounts of 
olnster and water are .calculated, mixed and poured into the 
cottle. The cot tle is remove d af ter the plaster has set . 
The mold is finished and set aside to dry for several days 
before using. Fi gures 2 ... 6 and 2• 7 illust rate the cottle 
arrangement and the finished mol d respectively . 
Th related litel"ature,- .. T!lis 'type of problem i" well 
presented 1n John Kenny ' s book mentioned earliElr in t 'lis 
chanter . However , almost all genel.'tal text books on 
cer .mica treat this kind of p:P·Oblem as par.-t or their 
ple.stel" work presentation. Some good references are as 
follows: 
1 . Binr1s, C. F . 1 The. Potter.$ Craft, (Third Edition) , 
D. Vannostrand Company, Inc., Ne\>1 Yo:Pk, 19L!_8 , 
Chapter III . 
2 . Hyman, Richard, Ce:tta.mics Ha.nd.book, Fawcett Publications , 
Inc ., New York, 1953 ~ 
3. Jenkins , R, Horace , Practical Potter:y1 (Thl Edition) , 
Bruce Publishing Company, 1947 , Chapter v. 
4• Svec , J . J . (Edi tor), Pottery Pt-t>duction l'I'ocess s , 
Indust!"'ial Publications, Inc •• Chicago , 1946. 
CHAPTER III 
PRODUCT! ON OF ·10DBLS AN D IOLDS 
Part One : The Pin Temnlate 
1. 'I'he Design of the Templ ate Jig 
Use s and limitations .-- This machine is used for 
ma ki ng circular models for drain cast molds . It is 
limited to the making of cups, vases, bowls and si milar 
shapes where the greatest diameter is at the lip . 
Shallot.z bowl.s and plates are best made rrom solid cast 
molds . The solid cast mold can be made with the aid or the 
pin template and t-till be discussed separatel y . Rather 
nreci se results are ~btainable with a studio~made ji g, 
although accuracies to .005 inch are possible with 
. !I professional equipment . Such tolerances are seldom 
necessary for the studio potter. The more accurate 
equipment is USllally reserved · .for industrial tooling of 
molds and models . 
pomponents of the ji!:5·-- The ji g is made up or six 
i mportant parat s : 
1. The base 
2 . The in 
3. The sled 
1/Uni ted States· Gypsum Company , Industrial Sales Division , 
Industrial Tooling with Hydrocal Gypsum Cements; IGL 
Bulletin (undated) number ITT-100- D, Chi ca go. 
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4. The template 
5. The template backing 
6. The sled to pin l ink 
Each of these parts will be considered ~::cpO.l\at ly . 
The dra-yrings , Fi gures 3 -1 thr ough F! gure s 3- 3 on page 40 
will aid in the understanding of the instructions. 
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'rho base.- ... The base may be nade of three qus.rte i nch 
plywood, a metal plate or a table top. An iron plate is 
not satisfactory because of the rusting problem. Brass, 
copper or aluminium would be excellent metals b1 t ver•y 
expensive. A suitabl e size for use in the studio is about 
18 inche s by 18 inches . A hole is drilled i n t he center to 
accept the pin. If a plyv1ood base is used, a count e· -sunk 
hole on the underside is necessary to accommodate the pin 
nut . '!'he base u:l.ll t hen s et flat on -the table . The hol e 
can be tapped in a metal base and the threaded pin screwed 
in·to it. 
The pin.•- ':!?he p:in may be f ashioned ft>otn a. bolt, one 
quarter to three ei ghths of an inch in diamete~ and six to 
ei ;ht inches long. The head is cut ot:f the bolt, and the 
head end is filed down or turned dolrm on the 1 the until it 
is one eight h inch in cliameter and three ei ghths or an inch 
down the shank . The th~eaded end of t he bolt i s n ow 
ll 
affixed to the base a s indicated in the diagram. · It is 
I/Refer to Fi gures 3 •l t hrough 3 ... 3 .• 
impe:r-ath,e that the pin be ri g5.d when set in the base . If 
a vJOoden base is used, several coats of shellac or another 
good soaler should b rc. ~P lied to prevent warping nnd 
de teriorating. 
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The sled ...... The sled is made ot' pine ox• three- au.!lrter-
1/ inch plywood .• · The l ength of the arm must bo a little less 
than half the diameter o:f' the bas·e . To form t he !:!led , two 
:Pi ece s of' plY\iJ'OOd are fastened at right an gles . One piece 
;qbout eight inches squar-e f orms the arm. A segment i~ cut 
out of the arm to permit the arm to revolve around the 
model. Another piece of plY'!,J'Ood about eight inches y 
ei ght inches malr:es. the !9Unner . 
7'he template . ... - The t emplate is cut fr om sheet rnetal . 
Large motor oi l cans provide metal of approximat ely the 
co1,.1 ect gauge ( 26 ... 30 gauge) and size. One half the cross 
section d1~at-1in g of the piece is traced onto the me t al . 
Also , t he profi le o:f the trim shelf and the oottle support 
she.lf is dral:m on the metal, lf thio is :f.Ol" a ono piece 
drain oa.st mold . For a: solid cast mold only the cottle 
support shel:f is necessary . However., two templates, one 
es.ch o_ t he inside and outside prof iles at-te ne.cecuary f or 
the solid cast mold . 'l'he templates arc cut out with tin 
snip s . The cutting e dge must be filed and sanclod s mooth 
because mi nor• imperfections on the template nra very 
noticeable on the model . Smoothness of the edgo may be 
tested by running the thumb nai l along its surface . I t is 
also necessary to cut Oi f a piece of tho template ono half 
the diameter or the pin, or the model will be larger than 
the drawing by the diameter oi' thQ pin ., 
The temnlate. backine;.-- . 'l'he templa:te is no v traced 
onto one quarter inch flywood backing. r.L'he plywood is cut 
i n such a way that its leading edge is a bo.:tt one quarter 
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inch behind the leading edge of the teHplate . The t mplate 
is tacked to the plywood with number two tacks an is r eady 
t o be attached to tho sled. The plywood backing serves as 
a stiffener for the template and a rneans of attachment for 
the template to the sled ~ 
The sled to pin link . ... - To join the sled t o t he pin , 
a link can be made from a piece of li ght stra iron bent 
at a right angle . Corner re- enforcing angles -:ork t-;e l l 
for this purpose . This angle is attached to t he pin end 
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of' the sled arm. A one eighth i nch hole is, drilled, one 
quarter inch away from the sled end of the link to 
c ompensate f or the thickness of the plywood template 
bac k:J.ng. This distance i s important because i f it we:re 
not done this way the template would eut with dif'f iculty 
and inaccuracy. 
he ass(:lmbl:f. -- ·.rhe sled is 00\-1 mounted on the pin. 
1/Refer to illustration on page 40 . 
Fi g1..1re 3-1 . Assembl -y of the Pi n Template 
---+-1-- t n pl ywood 
backi ng 
Figure 3 .... 2 . The Te mpl a te 
Fi gure 3•3. The Sled 
The t emn ate and backing a.r e attat1hed to the al ed i th 
" G" clamps. For l eas cumbersome at t achment, one ".larter 
inch bol t s and t-ri ng nuts ca n be use d. he Hhole as · embly 
is tried for smoothnes s of operation. After any recessary 
adjus tments are m de, t he mach·" ne is r eady f or . nroducti on. 
2. The Production of the Model and Mold 
!Jiixins tP,e plaster.-- Since it is not necessary i'or 
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t he model to be solid, a clay core is built up around the 
pin to within three qua:rters of an inch of the template. 
Plaster for the project ·is meaSllt'ed out in t he rati o oi' 
three pounds of -plaste:r to one quart of water. The plaster 
is mixed in the usual way, except that after slaki ng the mix 
is divi ded into two parts. One pa:rt is stirred in t he 
usual way and is called a "regular mix". The second mix is 
stirred only r:rom time to time to keep it in solution. 
Thi s is called a "slow mix" and will set much more slowly 
t han the "r egular mix" . 
Forming the model.-- The :regular mix plast er is built 
up over the co;·e, approximately to the hei ght and contour of 
t he model. The sled is rotated several t imes around the 
pin screeding and shaping the plastet'.. It is necessary to 
olean the template and the base often to insure accuracy 
and .sharpness in the mode.l. A bucket of water olose by is 
convenient fo.r this opel'ation as well as f or keeping the 
ope a tol''s hands olean. When the regular mix is all used 
the slow mix will be at the proper consistency for use and 
is used to fill any voids or imperfections in the model . 
This p~ocedure is repeated until the detail of the mode l 
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is completely built up . If the template is a perfect one, 
the model may not require any additional smoothing . However, 
should smoothing appear necessary fi_ne "wet or dry" sand-
paper is used . Water is poured liberally over the model 
during this smoothing to help carry off the sludge from 
the model . 
Pouring the mold.-- If this is to be a simple one 
piece drain mold , the form may now be removed from the pin 
and placed on the casting table . Refer to Chapter II , 
page 33,for characteristics or a drain mold. 'rhe hole in 
the model left by the pin .is filled with clay or plaster . 
The model is soaped and the cottle is rastened around it . 
Figure ~ ... 3 shows the assembly. Refer to Chapter II , page 22, 
for soaping instructions. ~ mold mix of plaster is then 
poured over it. Ref.er to the wheel bat problem fot> the 
procedure . After twenty minutes , remove the cottle and 
trim the mol d . In one hour the mold can be opened by 
inserting the edge of a butcher 's knife in the seam and 
tapping it with a. hammer at sevettal places along the 
length or the seam. Arter drying , the mold is ready for 
use . 
The solid cast mold.-- When a cast must have i t s 
inside contour dir.ferent .from its outside shape , a. solid 
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east mold must be made . Refer to Chapter IV for nature of 
solid cast mold. On the pin template ., this would be 
accomplished in the following manner. The cross-section 
drawing is made showing both i nside and outsi de prof iles . 
Each profile is tt-aced onto the metal as before , cut out 
and mounted on plywood backing. The inside templat e is 
cut to allow for the making of a cottle support shelf. The 
outside template also is out so it will ride around this 
shelf . 
The inside template is used first producing the core 
or male mold . This is .soaped and the outside template is 
used, producing a model of the desired cast. Then this is 
soaped. A cottle is secured around the cottle support 
shelf and the last part of the mold is poured . Here a 
proper mold mix of plaster is used as this part can serve 
as an actual section of the clay casting mold . Having 
the se twee parts (illust:r-ated by Fi gll!'e 3-4.), it will be 
seen that any one part can be made from the other two. 
For a complete clay cas.ting mold, it is necessary to recast 
the first core f orm with a proper plaster mix. It is 
advisable to keep the whole complex as a unit so future 
molds can be made from it. The core and the outside form 
make the clay casting mold when the plaster model of the 
cast is removed. A hole or holes in the outside form must 
be cut, through which the slip (liquid clay) will be poured. 
Pouring hole 
Figure 3·4· The Soli d Cast rllold 
Core 
Trim shelf 
Cottle shelf 
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. . -
.. 
' 
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.. 
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F'i gure 3 ... 5. The Drain I'1old 
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3. Notes on the Available Li terature 
Concerning the Pin Template 
The uriter's method .-- The method prcbented in this 
paper i s the one used by the ~iter in teachin t his 
process at the Massachusetts School of Art. I t was 
eiTolved from study at the Central Technical College , 
Brisbane, Australia; l ecture notes from Alfred University , 
New York; sugges t i ons from Prof essor Charles Abbott , 
F-1a.ssachusetts School of Art ; and the 1r1riter ' a own 
experiences . The author is also inf luenced t o a lesser 
degree by the writings of: 
1. Dorothy Perkins of the Rhode Island School of 
Design, whoso articles appear in .Q.eramics f.'Ionthlz 
magazine .. 
2. Tho United States Gypsum Company's bulletin 
mentioned in the footnote one on page 36 . o:f this 
chapter. 
3. John Kenny's book, !_he Complete Book of Pottery 
Haking. 
4. R. Horace Jenkins describes a method closely 
related to the methods discussed here in his book , 
Practical Pottery. 
As far as can be determined these four sources seem 
to comprise the total literature on the subject. 
Dorothy Perkins .... - For the studio potter, Dorot)y 
Perkins' articles a1•e probably the best published as yet . 
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4.6 
The illustrations are good and reasonably complete . This 
paper was published in Ceramics Honthly ?-lagazine, in .fbur 
i nstallments in the April, I•1ay, June and July,. 1955 issues . 
Since the work is not published as a complete paper , this 
i s a weakness . Complete files of this magazine are now 
very difficult to find, making reference often impossible 
.for the average craftsman. Also , the transition from one 
month to the next is not always smooth. Information on 
soap sizes and plaster mixes is included and is very worth 
while. 
The Uniteg States Gypsum Company •• - The. United States 
Gypsum Company ' a Bulletin, Industrial Tooling vlith Hydrocal 
Gypsum Cements , is presented in an excellent manner . It is 
intended for industry but would be helpful to the studio 
potter . A jig similar t o the one used in this chapter is 
demonstrated, but in this case it makes an industrial mold . 
Also demonstrated is one of the professional jigs whette 
t he template is held rigidly and the table rotates on 
bearings under it. An enterprising craftsman might attempt 
the making of such a jig . All the information in this 
paper is very well illustrated with photographs . 
John B. Kenny.-- In his popular boo~ The Complete 
Book of Pottery Making, page .s 134-1.36, Kenny discusses 
this method in summary fashion . The jig he suggests has 
a plaster base and a wooden. dowel pin which seems very weak. 
He presents some sketches which are interesting but not 
complete enough f or the beginner in this method. Fo~ 
photographs are offered Hhich are helpful. The ne gative 
criticism here is the lack of detailed information. The 
positive criticism is easy reading, almost in a "do it 
yourself" vein. 
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~ . Horace Jerurins~-- The last reference is to Horace 
Jenkins' book , Prac t ical Potter;y;, page 41. The method he 
describes is closely !~elated to turning jiggor molds and 
coul d be used f or that pu.rpo .... e. I t in,Tolves usi a. 
potter• s lrheel a nd a stationary template. This article is 
well presented as ~1r . Jenkins 1 work always is . I t probably 
would not be used by the sb.td~.o potter; but mi ght be worth 
his consideration. 
n!l T'l.·lO: Tne Hotll zoota.l Box Templ a·tc 
1 . r_r ~e Dc-s1.gn of the J i g 
U ~s and limita~ion~ . -· This uachino works on the 
principle of a lathe turn~.;:d by hand . -Models uhi ch e 
t urns'! more easily horizontally than vert;ically are dona 
on th:!.s machine . The models f rom this jig t-rould be those 
r oquil"ing mo:;:te than one piece in the mold . Such tall 
s h a es as lc~mp ba . ._ es a n d cyllndric&l forms ar-e 't-;ol l suited 
fo:t> me thod . Al ev, models with undePcuts t hat would 
prevent ..:'orming on the pin template would be made he e . 
The machi ne can be pUl"Chased comme:rcit~.lly, but a studio 
ma e one will serve t-.:ell . 
Compoaents of' the . j i g ... .. 'i.1he jig is made up of thPee 
major pa.r•ts : 
1 . The box fram0 
2 . The turning 1~od 
3. The te uplate . 
Each of t hese parts will be considered sepa .. e.tel y . 
'!'he box f rame . - - The si ~e of the box woul d be 
deter mined by the size of the models to be made 01 it . It 
mus 't be three or f OUl'" i nches l onge r than the lar"·est mode l 
to be made on it 1 and ebou·t f'ou:r !nchea wi der tha.n the 
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greatest diameter of the model . A usefu.l size for e. bo 1~ 
eight inches by 1 6 inches ( inside measuremcsnts). I t is made 
of plno boards six inches Hi de . One l ong side of' the box 
will be cut down to four inches wide to permit easy 
handling of the template. The box then will be made up of' 
two si des each being 19!- inches long; one is six inches 
v.Iide and one is four inches -r..vi1e . The e-nds will be made 
up of two boards each being ei ght inches long and six 
inches toJide . These are nailed or screwed together. In 
Fi gure 3-6 the box a.saembly is i l lustrated. It will be 
observed in the sketch t hat two slots are cut into the 
short sides of the box. These are to support the turning 
rod . Also, two cleats are fastened to the insides of the 
short ends of' the box . These will support the template . 
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The me asurement and positions of' all these parts must be 
well-caleula.ted, or the machine will not operate accurately . 
Temnl ate sun,.,ort 
d slot 
Fi gur 3- 6. The Box Assembly 
The turning rod . -- The turning rod is a ~haft that 
goes across the box parallel to the long axis of the box . 
Soli d i r•on curtain-rod thre oi ghths of an inch in diameter 
is vEJry satis factory f or tlds y.,u r pose. A piec about three 
f e et; long is rcquirad .. •:ehe shai't pa rt that c ro .:1s e s the box 
wou l d have to be at least 21 i nches long; the r mrin r of 
the length is bent to form a crank handl~ for turning the 
shaft . Consill t lt-:i guFe 3.1:' for an illustra.tlon of' thi s 
part . In industry tl1s rod would be made of: tapered steel 
stock to allow :for easy removal .of the model . 
The t emplate.-- The template is made of li t sheet 
metal about 26 .. 30 ga. a . One hall' the longitudinal 
prof'ils o.f the desired model including the trim s.hE:lf' is 
traced onto t he me·tal . 11'he metal is cut ·w:i th tin ani pa . 
One half ·the thickness of t he rod is cut f'rom t he vd d~.~h 
of t t.e template to i nsure t he a ccu.rate size of the model . 
File t he cutting e dge of t h e templ a te , a.nd test for smooth-
ness with the edge of t he t humb nail . Trace the tem..,late 
ont o the , l ywood ,:. up : or t, nnd .c!Ut the pl'Y'•IOod so that the 
leading edge rdll be ·? i nch bel1ind t ho leading ... dge o!' the 
templ ate . The w~ite~ rocommends using three eighths inch 
plywood :ro:,. ·t;hG templ ate backing . •rac~c the templ.a ·te to 
the plywood t:d'th the metal fa.cing upwards . Now, string is 
WI'B.ppe:d loosely around ·che turning ~od in the area to be 
covered by tho model . 'l'he t mplate is pl a ce d in position 
for operation. uee Figure 3-8 f or the assembly. 
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ll~J 
The tur ning rod 
A 
The template 
_ .. gure 3- 7 . The Hor izonta l Box Tc :nplat e Assembly 
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2. P~oduot,_on of the Hodel and 1·1old 
J!.2!'&.n.E,t_~hE;l~2...9£l·-- A small batch of plaster is mixed 
and applied to the rod. The erank !s tt.u~ned towards the top 
sj de o.f t h e template , 11.tt1ne thEr r.10dol, Thi. s "~roc ure 1 s 
repea:t.ed unt-t 1 the form 1.9 c or.1;?1otely bui:r.t up. Some 
woi•kers divide oacb ba.teh of plaster into a alo~: and fast 
mix to save time in forming. See pa~e for pla~ter mixes . 
U on the model :'!.s CO':'apletcly built up , it is smo othed with 
r1-re t or dry" sandpa:oero . The model should be. tre~ted 
liber's.ll:y tr th water d tlt-i ng this o . eraati on to ca1.'try a-vray 
~.the sl,ldge . I.f' necos se.ry ; e. .foot cen be turnc int o the 
bottom of this fo!" •• 
If e. foot 1~ t1..1rned in the base of tho 0 0 
"' I 1.1hree 
p1.eca mold mu~t b G 01ads . A t·No piece mold in suf'f cient 
!'or a mo ·el ·'i tr~ a f'L t ba.sc . In tihi .s caee., it wi 11 b e 
a..,s·;.llled that e. fo ot has be en turned en 'Ch base . The 
v ertical div"ding line m st be establiched on each side of 
t he 1odel . . I f i;he tem!)1 'it£~ has remained u -vrar pec , this is 
aa.slly accomplished by .. lacing the model in pos ·t:i.on in 
the box. e.nd txoa.u:ing along the template edge on one 9ide, 
I) 
t;hen rotat:l n~-' t he model t: rcug!l 180 and tracing a.lon:; the 
template odge on the oth r ~ide . The model i~ no·1 equal l y 
di viued . Finding t h is di vldin~ line is very impoz•tant 
because if it ls not c•Jrrect the model is divir ed i rto two 
unequal part.s . The l arger side t..J'ill ·Ghen form .... , nclerout 
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in the mold, making it im ossible to remove the model .from 
the mold . 
Pour\_ng the first section of the mol d.-- The form is 
now removed from the rod and I?ls.ccd horizontally on a clay 
base , and the center l ine levelled both lengthwise and aoross 
t-d th the aid of a carpenter 's level. This helns insure a 
s quare mold. Clay is then built up along each side of the 
model to a level even with the center line. The wi dth of 
thi s bed must be at least 1! inches fr.om the model at any 
point . Hhen the bed is smooth and squared, it 1s ready 
for the mold form or box to be bui lt around it . Thi s is 
conveniently made of' plyl1ood and should pi'Otrude at least 
li inches above the model. The model is soaped and the 
f'orm is sealed at all seams 1-11 th soft clay or plasticine. 
The necessary amount of plaster is calculated, and the 
first hal f of the mold is poui'ed. Refer to Fi e 3-8. 
' 
" 
.. . 
, 
, 
Fi gure 3-8. Ready for Pourin 
; •+---Nold box 
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The second seotion .o:f the mold.-- After the plastett 
has set 1 the mold form is stttipped off the mold and the unit 
is turned ovett. The clay is ttemoved and hemispherical holes 
are cut into the face fo~erly eovered by the clay. These 
are called natches and will form keys for holding the 
parts of the mold togethe~. The exposed sides of the model 
and mold are soaped properly. The mold form is ut in 
place again as be.:f'otte, and the second half ·Of the mold is 
poured. When this has set, the fo:rm is r amoved again, and 
the whole unit is placed on the casting table with the foot 
or the model upwards. The mold .form is placed around the 
unit protruding at least 1! inches above it. Natches are 
cut in the exposed mOld faoe. The exposed area is soaped 
again, and the last section o:f 'the mold is poured. A.fter 
setting, the mold is opened and the three pa!'ts set aside 
to d!'y . Gxseat care should be taken to fasten the mold 
forms securely and seal ~11 the .seams before pouring. 
3. The Related Liter~tuPs 
This method of producing a model has bean a very 
popul·a.r one possibly bee& use or the relative simplicity 
or the jig. ?<!any authors on ceramic p!'ocesses have 
i ncluded it in the·ir l'TOl'k . The tn-1 ter o:f"fers several 
references he baa found uae.f,ll. All of these expos! tiona 
are clear and well illustrated. Since the methods in all 
cases are essentially identical, the reade!' is advi sed to 
use any of the following: 
1. Greene, Oliver , and Elizabeth Greene, " Plaster Series," 
Ceramic Age, (Januat»y, 1954),, 63:46- 47. 
2. Jenkins, R. Horace, Practical Pottet»~, (Thii'd Edition) , 
Bruce Publishing Comna.ny, 1947, Chapter V. 
3. Kenny, .John B. The Comnlete Book of Potterz Making , 
G:rteenberg, Publ ish'"'r , New York , 1949, Chanter VII . 
4 . Norton, F. H., q_eramics f ozo the Artist Potter, Addi s on-
Wesley Publishing Comnany, Inc., Cambri dge, 1956 , 
Chapter- XIX . 
5. Perldns, Dorothy, "Tho Horizontal Template , " Ceramics 
~lonthlX, (August, 1955) , 3:27. 
6 . Svec> J .J. {Editor}, Potter Production Processes, 
Industrial Publications, Inc ., Chicago, 19 • 
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Part Three: The Free ·Template Method 
1. The Design of the Jig 
Uses and limitations .-- The free template jig is 
excellent f or! making reota.ngula.r , oblique, and irre la.r 
shapes . A model for! e. one piece mold may be made using 
only one template . By using two templates, an inside and 
an outside pro.file, a solid cast mold may be formed . This 
jig , while sometimes called a .free- form ji ~,is limited in 
the fttee-foi'm shape p ttoduced. The lip of the model must 
always be pattallel to the base o.f the model . The cast can 
have a horizontal lip only, unless the model i s altered by 
hand aftei' foi'min g on this j i g . Also, t h wa.l profi le of 
the · model cannot be modulated ~ However, a.n end ese numbett 
of beautiful models can be created with this me t ho • 
Compon~nts or the .l:f.g ....... The jig is made up of f otl!' 
pai'ts : 
1. rrhe base 
2 . The gui de slab 
3. The sled 
4. The template or templates 
The drtatdng , . FigUPe 3·9 illustrates these components and 
vr1 11 a.id in understanding the j.ig. 
The base.-- \t!aterproof nlyvmod t hree C]uarters oi' an 
i nch thick makes an excellent base. A base about 18 inches 
by 18 inches make s a convenient aize;- but it eould be 
larger or smaller to suit the job . The b se hould be 
s ealed with shellac or l e.cquer . 
fu!.ide slab .-- T_ is slab can be made of waternroo:r 
plywood one aua ter i ch thick . The outline of t._e t o 
of the piece is drawn on the plywood . The 9l ywood is cut 
to this shape , smoothed and sealed. This ln turn :ts 
fastened to the canter of the base with brads . 
he sled.-- The slod is made of pine boa ds . It is 
ma e up of three pa.I•t s : tH·o runners and a center a t,m . One 
runner is screwed to each end of' the ccmter a.I•m. The 
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runn r s must be smooth and sh ould s e t l evel on the slab f or 
fluent opel'•ation. Th, t o t al length of this uni t must be 
s ho1•ter than t he l ength o_ the base, but the cent er a rm 
must be a little longer than t he greatest dimen ion of the 
model . The cent er arm is cut way on the undevside t o allow 
/ 
cl arance over the model . Fi gure 3-9 shows the construction 
of the a.rts an t heil• relationship. 
The template.-- Only an outsi de tam l a te i needed 
for one pi ece mold. For a s olid or hollo~ cast mol , an 
inside and a n outsi de t emplate wo l d be ro uired. The 
tem lates are made in the same manner as descr ed in the 
in template prob lem, )ag e 38 of' this paper . The template 
is cut so as to reach the center of the model'a base at all 
nositions along the guide slab. Also, the thickness of t he 
guide slab must be consi dered in order not to lose the true 
height of the model. The template is attac.hed to the sled 
Runner 
The model 
The base 
I • " 
I ' 
- ' { ,. 
T te 
\ • 
\ 
Gui de slab 
Figure 3 ... 9. The Free Templ a te J1 
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Sled 
~Base 
with clamps for easy adjustment . 'l~e whole assembly is 
tested for easy running and whatever necessary adjustments 
ar e made . 
2 . Prodttction of the Model and l·lold 
~"ling the mo del .-... The slab is grea.sed with stearic 
a cid . Plaster is tni:x.ed and pour•e d onto the gui de slab as 
i n t he pin template ~ !'Oblem. 'l1he sled is· passed ·along the 
s i de of the guide slab , while the template end of the slab 
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.i "' held f'irmly in contact w1 th the guide slab. The template 
me t al should be cut bac k far eno1.tgh in the s:,..e or the guide 
slab so it does not ridG the guide slab . The operati on is 
r epeated until the whole model is filled and smooth. If a 
soli d or holloti cast mold is desi:red, the ins ide model is 
cut f irst. The model is sealed e.nd the outside shape i s 
cut . N Ol-I, e. solid inside model and a plaster shell exactly 
iko the finiahed piece are produced . This operation is 
s imilar to the procedure in the pin template method. 
1:2_.ltlng tjle mol d.-- '11he cattle is arrane;ed around the 
model and the mold is poured. It should be remembered 1 if 
a. sol id cast mold is baing poured, the inside sha e has to 
b e recast using the she11 and the outside mold •s mode ls. 
In Chapter IV, the solid cast mold is discussed in detail . 
In the completed rno1 d , . a hole is cut through the base in the 
most advantageous plaee for pourine the slip. The slip in 
these molds is usually poured through the b se of the cast . 
One usually refers to this procBdure as pourin a mold up-
sido dolm . 
3. The Industrial Use 
This jig is use d extensively in industry, insi de and 
ou·tside of the ceramic . 1eld, . articularly f or rectangular 
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shanes . As is usually the case , the industrial ap_ li cation 
invol\rea more ela.borate equi pment . A new sled is of te·n 
used for each problem. The base is on a pivot, making it 
easy for the operator to wo~k around all si des . semi-
a.utoma tic machine is also used for rectangular sh oes . 
e Sterberg patte1,n tlaker has a ba se that tul"ns , and a 
b~i d re t hat mov .. es back s.nd orth simultaneous ly . 1any 
elect!'on1c p9.rts, lighting fixtu!•es, au·to obile part s , 
and similar models are made 01 this machine . ~rhe u •. 
Gypsum Goijany hns described this use of the ji :_, in 
industry . 
~ .• Notes on the Available Li terRture 
The method presented here is the one used by the 
•rri·ter . There are t1v0 other good soul'•Oes; one be i ng he 
unp, blished notes on the subject by the Ceramlo apartment 
at Alfred Uni ve:Psi ty~ the othe1 .. . a publication by the 
Uni ·ed States Gypsma Company, noted in footnote one on this 
page . 
y'tJnited States Gypsum Company, Industrial Sales Division, 
Industrial Tooling with Hydrooal G:ypsum Cements, IGL 
Bulletin, (undated}, number ITT 100- C, Chicago . 
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The Alfred University notes._.. The method . used at 
Alfred University diffe~s only in the base and the ~Aide 
slab . These are made of cas t plaster slabs jo ned together 
with shellac. The disadvantage here is that it would be 
difficult to use these unl:ta a second time. Also , plastex-
is a f_ agile medium fOI' the working parts of a ji • The 
notes are rather brief and incomplete for a stranger to 
the method. Also , copies of t hese notes may be diffi cult 
to pl'ocure. 
The United . State_p Gypaurn publtcation.-- The 
publication has a sub~title, "Square, Rectangle and Oblique 
Shapes. " This is obvio~sly for the industry. It treats 
the making of a squaz-e shell pattern. r.rhe photographs are 
excellent, the publication actually being a picture story. 
It is not slanted at ceramics, btlt the potter would be wise 
to read the pamphlet. Thi s can be procured f rom the nearest 
office of the United States Gypsum Company. 
Conclusions.-- There is little literaature available f or 
the potter woi'ldng qn thi s problem. By improvising, and 
t:r-ial and error, the authol' devised his mE}thod. In the 
Plaster Apprentices · School in Bri sbane, Aus.trali a 1 a jig 
o~ this kind v.ras u.sed, but 1 t was so complicated that 1 t 
would be useless to the studio potter. Dorothy Perkins at 
the Rhode Island School of De sign uses a similar method, 
but her method has not yet been published. 
CF..APTER IV 
ADVANCED AND SPECIALIZED r'iOLD APPLICATIONS 
Part One ~ The Block and Case 
The model . ... - In industry nearly all wa!'e is produced 
from plaster molds of one sort or another . It is necessary 
to produce exact duplicate molds . For t his purpose a 
model toge ther with blocks and cases is used. The ori ginal 
models are us1.1ally made from a de signer's sketch by a 
professional modeler, working in clay, wax , wood or 
plaster . Most round models are made from a cyli nder of 
plaster, east on a wheel head and turned down to shape . 
On irregular shapes , the modeler usually resorts to more 
sculptured me t hods, working by hand directly in plaster . 
The block and case .-- The block may be considered to 
be Q master mold cs:st about t he model . The case is a cast 
taken off the working surface of the block . I t should be 
undettstood t hat a separate case is neces sar y to produce 
each section of a working mold. To a beginner , the maki ng 
of a block and case is one of the most per lexi ng Ol)era.tions 
in plaster mold work . However, if one keeps in mind ~ 
simple definition f or each of these pa:rts , and their step 
by step relationship, there wil l be little confusion . 
F igu.I'e 4- 1 will aid in understandlng the relationi.Jhip of 
these parts . 
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The model 
A 
A model and mold section 
A' 
A oase 
Fi gure 4-1 . The Block and Case 
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The trt"oe,e,d,ure ;e• ... In eommereial mold mak:tng s1mpl1eity 
is moet important for rea.soV of econorey and production 
methods ., J . J . sveo states: "Simplicity is !m_. e~ative in 
mold making: a two-piece mold :ts the most desirable , and 
fo1.w piooes are ord1nal"1ly the most oomplieated mold 
allo-vmble for !>r'oduction tt asons . " It is possible f'o the 
studio potter to make mot-a eomplex shapes if b.e deems it 
worth while.. This gives the studio potter another 
advantage over the industrial potter, b'lt be should not 
llow himself to become over complex in deaign . The 
following is the procedure. for making a block and case or 
a simple shape: 
1. The modal 1.s made nnd properly finished . 
2.- A mol d is oast a ound the model in the manner 1t 
was dEH!Cl .. ibed undep the horizontal template problem 
in Chapter !! of tb:iS paper. 
3-• This mold 1 s the mast(H:f mold and is known as the 
block ., It is always rotained 1ith the model and is 
available t,rhenevcr new caa.es tor add1 tion 1 mol d 
making may be reautred. 
4. ~;neh p1eee o1't th block is set on tho casting 
table with its working f'aee tui"ned upward , A 
cattle is built up around !t and pls.stel* is poured 
over it ro~ming a case. Actually this case will 
I7J. J • .. >veo (Ed! t or} • ~.ot.te_:ry l'!'oouction ProQeases , 
Industrial Publications, Inc. • Chicago., 19[~6; p. ll . 
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result in a m~le form in the mold in most instances ,. 
Obviously, n case will be required for each section 
of the bloc c. 
5. At this point , casto .mey now be tak n from each 
case secti on to prod•..tce the working mol ds . These 
cases are best protec·ced in storage by lacing each 
case secti on i n a corresponding workin mol d section 
end binding them together wi th large rubber bands. 
Cottles for cases .- - r1e:ny industrial potter s also cast 
a set of plaster oot tles to go with their casen . Thi s 
fs.c 5.11tates setting up t he cases for casting additional 
m.olds . By keying these cottle sections together with one 
another, anc wi t h the mold• a very reliable , qui cl , and 
uni.fO!'m cottle .1all is produced. These are calculated to 
give the correct thickne s s as t-rell as size to the particular 
working mold sect ion. This -rrhole assembly. th6 case with 
the corresponding mold section around it, and the cattle 
section about the mold section, provi des safe storage and 
keeps all sections ready for work at any time with almost 
no preparation. 
A-dapt~ng f or .the studio nottel' .•• The studio potter 
making many repeat molds may f ollow this procedure 
completely, but most craft smen woul d wish to simplify the 
prooess . To accomplish this he might adopt the f ollowing 
procedure . Firs ·c of all 1 a model and a master mold is 
made as above . Secondly, t he model i s encased in the mold. 
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Next ,; one mol d section is :r•emoved from the model exposing 
an as s embly t hat looks very much like a case, except that 
it is nu t all one piece . A cottle of t he co~rect hei _t is 
placGd around t hia sot- un, and that section of t he working 
mold is poured . This process is repeated f or the other 
sections of the worki ng mold . This is a quick method. It 
docs not I•equire keeping speclal b locks and cases, and 
completely eliminates t~he case making step . Hot..revsr, heavy 
production in this manner would cause excessive uear on the 
model and b lock • 
.~.~oto s on the a val labl e li tera.ty,re .-- The:re is very 
l lt·cl o ~rrH; ten on th· s -parti culs.r subject. The only 
reference s one .finds migrt dGal with the storage of' the 
b locks and casea.., the production coats , the l ife expectancy 
of the molds , s.n d such; but vii,tually nothing on the ma ring . 
It is · sugg sted that the :r•Bu.der visit an industrial potte:ry 
to see these procedures in operation. In I'•Ie.sss.chuset t s, 
Dorchest or Pottery, Dorcheste1~, does thi a kin d of , or • 
J . J . Svec has a short section on the block and case 
i n his book mentioned i n .fo otnote one page 64 of thi s 
chaptor . ·rhe work is on y a summary and is not recommended 
for the b~ginner. 
Part Two: The 'olid Cast Mold 
1 . The Uses and Limitati ons 
The solid cast was employed in t he pin template 
problem of this paper . This mold permits the making of 
casts with an uneven wall thickness . Often, these shapes 
could be produced by jiggering or ram pressing, but t_ese 
methods might be impt•actical for• the studi o potter . Also , 
many desi gns are possible in the solid cast mol d t hat are 
impossible with other processes . In the ease of the drain 
cast mold , there is only one working face , s o t he cast 
inside and out repeats the s ame desi gn . The cast is of 
uniform thi ckness too . In addition to giving control over 
t he inside and outside swfaces of the cast , the solid 
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cast mold allows for irregular lip treatment. Bearing this 
in mind, the solid cast method .suggests itself as the be st 
possible method for casting·fre e•fo!rm or irregular shapes 
-Ihich will be considered in this section. 
2 . The Model 
The model can be formed in clay or plastiaene . 
Almost any shape is possible i f care is taken to desi gn 
within these limitations . Al though deeply recessed shapes 
are possible in this method, the sides should not be too 
steep so as to produce a difficult dra • 
Another consideration as in all molds is t h e undercut . 
. In the case of the f ree-form , the undercuts can be very 
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subtle and elusive to the eye . The pottev must consider 
how his mold pieces will be withdrawn from the cast on each 
side of the parting line. This means viewing the model 
critically from all angles , particularly in the direction 
of the dr&.w. 
'When the mold i .s completed , the slip must be poU!'ed 
~n at the thickest point of the cast and so run dot~n to the 
thinnest section. This usually sets up a condition where 
the base is the thickest section and the lip the thinnest 
sec tion. If this were not done and slip l-Ias poured through 
a thin section, that section woul d seal off the rest of the 
wall be.fore the cast was solid. This would produce 
disa.sterotlS air pockets or dimples . Figure 4-2 illustrates 
this point . With these limitations in mind, the model is 
formed from a lump of clay. t.Jhen the clay is leather hard, 
it can be finished with scrapers and a wet sponge . 
3. The Waste Mold 
It is possible to make the working mold di~eotly from 
the clay .model i.f that model is pe~fectly finished . Ce.re.ful 
workers make a pla.ste~ easting of the model f~om a waste 
mold . This is done in the sculptor's method. The pa.roting 
line is determined, and a three qua.rte.r inch high and about 
half inch thiek clay wall is built up along it as a cottle. 
A thin wall of plasta:r is poUl .. e d over the fi!'st half section 
of the clay model . The clay eottle is removed and the 
Correct section 
Pouring hol 
too narrow 
- Air seam 
Incorrect section 
Thick 
/ secti on 
/ 
/ 
ir nocket 
I ncorrect section 
~+---_.-- Pouring hole 
too vride 
· Di rnple 
Incorrect section 
Fi gure 4-2. Sections of Solid Cast Holds 
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model is turned over. The expo sed edge of the waste mold 
is size~and a thin wall of plaster is poured over the 
second race . ·1hen this is completed t he clay model is 
' removed. The casting faces of the waste mold are sized. 
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A ouring hole for plaster is cut at a convenient place 
into the mold,and it is sized. The waste mold is re ... 
asaembled and secured with string or rubber bands . Plaster 
is poured into the waste mold prodtlCing a plaster cast or 
the model. Thi s model oan nm'l be rei'inad and rinished to 
a m11oh greater e·xtent t han a clay model would pe!'mit. 
4. The Working Mold 
The plaster model is sized and ~laced face do·m on the 
casting table with t he thickest section at t he t~he t 
elevation. A clay bed is built up to the pe.rting line and 
tapered away from the model . The clay bed is s .' !lr d orr 
and the oottle is erect ed around it. The f1. P.st he.lf of 
the mold is poured. Afte!' setting , the assembly ts turned 
ove!' and the clay is removed. The parting su!'face of' the 
mold can be refined at this time, but pain.s must be t'3.ken 
t o e.void damaging the model. It is best not to remove the 
model du!'ing this opeitation. No'llor, the natches are out into 
the parting surface, and it is sized. The cottle is bui lt 
up agai n and the second section or the mold i~ po,red. 
Cutting the P2,1t.ti:,!l..&..,2Penl:ng.-- vJhe n the pl as ter has 
set, the slip pouring opening is cut i n the base section. 
The hole should have a taper narrower at the outside than 
the inside, so that the cast can be easily removed. The 
size of this hole is importa.·nt . If it is too small, it 
ill seal off bvfore the mold is cast solid. If it is too 
"".ti de , it wj.ll cast too sloHly :tn the area of t he o ening 
and leeve a poorly :finished depr ession .1n the east . See 
Fit.,ure 4.2 . It is best to e:r,r on the sL.,e of be1n~ too 
small as the hole can always be made la~g0n The mold is 
no1a1 l i ghtly sanded with "w.et or dry" sandpaper and 1 s 
ready f or usa when dry . 
5. Variations 
There are at least two very usefu~ variations of this 
method. The first one is used where the inside shape is 
quite different from the outside shape, suggesting a very 
thick section. Such a piece would be very difficult to 
cast solid and would probably be much too heavy. In this 
case, the mold would be made in the same way but the east 
woul be a hollot..,- one. ctually any solid east mold with 
a fa irly thick section could be hollow cast by pouring the 
casttng slip out ot: the mold earlier than usual. Some 
artists believe that it is dishonest to make a pot that 
ppears heavy and solid and yet is actually light and 
hollow. The individual must settle this matter in his own 
conscience . 
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A second variation.-- The second method is one suggested 
11 
by Dorothy Perkinsw Here the problem was to produce a 
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mold that casts an irregular lip . This was aceomplished 
by making a solid model whose outside profile received all 
the attention. This co,lld be considered to be a dish tvi th 
an a~tached lid. A two piece mold is cast around this solid 
model and a pom .. ing hol out into the bottom of it . This 
mold produces a clay cast that is a hollow replica of the 
solid model . This cast can be cut along the irregular 
pa.r>ting l :i.ne producing &n i:rregu.la:tt open cut . I f this top 
has an inter•esting shape , openings can be cut in it in a 
variety of interesting v.:ays producing wondert'ul pots f or 
planters or similar containers . Refer to Figure 4-3 .. 
The writer has used this method to produce cerami c Christmas 
tree ornaments . 
6 . Literatur•e on the r-Iethod 
Dorothy Per k1n 1 s a~ticles on these methods in Ceramics 
~lonthlz are excellent . In the wri ter!s opi.nion, Dorothy 
Perkins is the outstandlng authority on free- forms and 
thai casting , in this country . Her writings are clear , 
an ':tell-illustr-ated with photographs. 
Vernon See.ly 1 s articl€> treats t he making of a. bo rl -
shape. Hi. s -v.rork .:s directed to the hobbyist but may be 
helnl"~ to the potter. 
ynorothy Perkins, 11 A Dz•ain ... caat Nold f or Irregular Shapes , " 
Q_eramics Ionthl~, (August, 1956) , 4:28 , 30 , 32 . 
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A closed cast 
Variations f rom a closed cast 
Fi gure 4·3· Closed Casts 
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F . H. liT orton has a few t erse com .. e n t s and a good 
diagram about solid casting .. It is not complete enough 
i n itself. 
John Kenny discusses a typical rectangular dish 
application quite thoroughly, but he does not consider t he 
possibility of the irregular ehape completely. 
This is a relatively new casting idea and has not 
been vli dely used as yet . For this reason ther is not 
mueh literature of any note with the excepti on of the 
Perkins ' articles.. The following are the available 
references: 
1. Perkins, Dorothy , "A Mol d f or Solid Cast:tng·t u Ceramics 
Nonthl~t. (l•1ay ~ 1956 ), 4 :24, 37 , an d (June , 19.56) , -4:24, o. 
2. Seeley, Vernon, "A Two Piece Soli d Cast Mole , " Ceramics 
Nonthl;:r, ( !-la y , 195.5 ), 3: 24. · - --
3. Nor ton, F . H. , Ceramics f or he Artist P otter, Addis o "" 
\-lesley Publishing Company, I nc .. ; Cambr dge, 1956 , 
pg.34. 
4. Kenny, John, 
Greenber g, 
Part Three: Ji ggering 
1. Uses and Limitations 
This machine is used to form identical, circular 
shapes. In industry it is used to produce flat ware such 
as plates and saucers . To make hollow ware such as bowls 
and cups, industry uses a special machine called a jolley. 
In the studio, both operations could be accomplished on 
an improvised jigger wheel. The principle of the machine 
is a revolving mold on a wheel head over which a template 
descends , cutting and forming a shape in clay. 
2. Adapting the Potter' s Wheel for Jiggering 
.A commercial jigger tv-heel can be purchased but it is 
very heavy and expensive. However·, the studio t'lhee l can 
be adapted for jigger work . This has been done in many 
ways by various potters. One of the simplest is the 
!I 
arrangement g{'lained by Jolm Kenny, while another by 
F. H. Norton, is almost as simple and quite adequate. 
Sketches of both arrangements ax-e shown in Figure 4-4, 
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page 76 . The jigger attachment mllst provide: ( 1) the jigger 
arm, (2) a stop for the jigger arm, (-3 ) a template board, 
and (4) a jigger bat . These parts a!"e assembl ed as follows: 
1/John B. Kenny, The ComF,lete Book of Pot tel"y Making, 
GTeenberg, Publ1slier, 19 .9 , pp .!26; 127 . 
gjF. H. No!'ton., Ceramics for the Artist Potter , Addison-
tlesley, 1956, p,.2B6. 
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A t-1all attachment 
Fi gure 4--4-• The Jigger Arrangement 
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The jigger arm. -- 'rhe arm should be made of a stout 
piece of hard wood at least one and one half inches by 
three ·inches in thickness . If the wheel is placed against 
the wall. the arm might be attached to the wall; if not , it 
must be attached to the wheel frame . This arm must be 
placed so as to be capable of descending over the center of 
the wheel head . A very si~ple method WO!lld involve 
attaching the arm to the frame or to the wall by means of 
a heavy hinge as in the sketches in Figure 4- 4 . Often 
this is accomplished by pivoting the arm on a post and 
eountep balancing it at the end opposite the lrlOrking end . 
This arm must have slots or hol es through which the template 
board will be bolted . 
~he . stop .-- The stop is merely a means for securing 
the template in the proper position in relation to the 
t.rheel head . · Consult Figure 4- 4· This could be a turn 
s.cretv or a slot in a st:r-ong board lr1hich would lim1 t the 
travel of the arm . 
The templateand template board .... - These units are 
very similar to those used in the pin template problem and 
should be made with the same care. The backing board here 
is usually a three quarter inch board, but the template 
itself is made in the same manne:r- as berore . Vertical 
slots must be cut across the backing boa:rod to allov7 for 
a djustment afte:ro being bolted to the jigger arm. 
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~~-----------------Inside temolate ~----------~~~~ profile -
Bat 
Cutting the jigger bat 
Outside profi le 
A co1.l.nter-balanoed assembly 
Fi gure 4-5. Jigger Parts 
The jigger bat . - - This is the plaster mold or pattern 
on which the ware will be formed . Fi~xre 4-5will clari£y 
the design of this part . Some means must be provided for 
securing the bat to the wheel head in the same position 
each time it is used. This can be accomplished by using 
a drop head wheel head or by bolting a. bar to a flat wheel 
head to act as a key into the bat . 
3. Forming the Jigger Bat 
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Tl:m templates .-- In jiggering; two templates are 
needed for a cast to be produced. One template has the 
profile of the inside of the cast, and the other the out-
side of the cast . For the sake o:f clarity in this 
discussion,; it will be assumed that a plate is being formed . 
In this caa'e the template bearing the inside profile of 
the plate would be used to cut the jigger bat only . The 
outside profile would be used to form the clay plate . It 
1<dll be seen that flat ware is formed upside down while 
hollow ware is turned right side up., 
To form the jigger bat ., the template is arranged on 
the jigger arm so that the inside end of the template is 
exactly over the center of the wheel head. The arm must 
travel precisely across the diameter of the wheel head . 
Plaster i..s piled on the wheel head. 'l'he head is rotated 
and the arm is brought down onto it , cutting the jigger 
bat to shape. After finishing, this bat can be used f'or 
forming casts or may be kept as a mastEn .. bat from which 
other duplicates are ma de . The block and case problem in 
this paper explains ~1m..r duplicates of a mold al."'e made . 
4. The Jiggering Operation 
The jigger bat for the plate is placed on the wheel 
he ad . The bat template is replaced by the jiggering 
template . This template must be aligned over the ..,.Theel 
haad as the bat template was , and the necessary elearanee 
allo"Yred for the thickness of the plate . A bat of clay is 
pounded out a little thicker and a little greater in 
diameter than the desi:red plate . This is thrown onto the 
center of the bat . The wheel is rotated and the clay 
smoothed down by hand. No air must be trapped under the 
clay . Now the jigger arm. is lowered over the clay, slot-Tly 
cutting the outside profllo of the plate and f orming the 
inside profile over the jigger· bat . The excess clay is 
cut away tvi th a wooden modelling tool and the cast is 
finished with a wet sponge . The bat and plate are removed 
f rom the wheel head and set aside to allow the clay shape 
to stiffen, after which it is removed from the bat . 
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Another bat can now replace t he first bat and t he production 
continued. 
It should be observe d that when working with hollovr 
ware , the procedure is reversed. In making hollow ware the 
outside profile template is the one used to cut the plas ter 
jigger bat while the inside template will out the inside 
profile in the clay cast. 
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A point o:f caution.-- Jiggering is more difficu.lt 
than it sounds. It requires practice e.nd skill . However, 
there is a considerable amount of ::~ood literature on the 
subject. The potte~ with a little ingenuity ca~ master 
the process. 
$. Notes on the Literatur~ 
J!Iany articles have treated this sub jeot in the 
literatur·e. One should read .aeveral to get a variety of 
points of view and ideas. Among the most helpful write:rs 
a:re the following: 
1. Anon. 1 "Experiments in .Ji ggering," Ce!'amio Tnr us try, 
April, 1951. 
General oom..."'lents on indust:rial applications. 
2. Binn, C. F., The Potters Craft, Third Edition, 
n. Van Norstr•·and Company, Inc., New York; l9L~8 , 
Chapter III. 
This is a book by an old teacher, one of the fathers 
of modern American Cer amics. It .s old, first printing 
in 1910~ b1.1t demonstrating methods used by good 
craftsmen. Has a few good drawings. 
3. Dougherty,. John \v ., Pottet>y Made Easy:, The Bruce 
Publishing Company, 1939, pp.l31·142. 
Pr>esents a very tho-r.ough discussion o.f jiggering for 
the artist potter. Contains a series of excellent 
photogttaphs. 'rhis is considered to be the best 
reterenoe by the writer of this paper. 
4. Jenkins, R. Horace, P!'e.etica.l Pottel':Y; (Thil"d Edition), 
Bl'uce Publishing Company, 1947, pp .lOl-10.). 
This work is not as thorough as that of Dougherty. 
It does have useful r>hotogttaphs and dra~orings. It 
$ . 
illustrates a jigger arm that attaehes to tho wall . 
Has notes about commercial production. 
Offers many simplif ied drawings and photo~aphs . 
Probably the simplest exposition to understand. Has 
reco~~andations on the making of dupl io te bats . 
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6. Norton, F. H., Ceramics for the Artist Po~, Addison-
Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Cambridge , 1956, 
pp.J0-33 and 286. 
The treatment here is :r-ather sum.rnary in fashion but 
accurate. Haa some very fine photogl'aphs and dra.wings. 
Has a. good illust~ation of' a s imple jiggering attaohn1ent 
on page 286. 
7 . Sveo, J.J •. , (Editor), f.2"F..t en:~y__r:ro<!!!£.tion Pt;ocesses, 
I ndustrie.l Publications, Inc.# Chicago , 19it6, pp.l6-17. 
This is a good reference f or specific production 
problems. in indnstry. Does not tl"eat the subject as a 
complete process. 
CHAPTER V 
MISCELLM~EOUS MOLDS 
Part One: The Press Molds 
1 . General Comments 
The press mold is. certainly one o:f' the oldest methods . 
It was used by the ancient civilizations of the Near East . 
The clay records in cuneiform script were made with this 
mold. The beautiful signet rings of the Romans were 
variations of this mold . At one time or another , the 
pottery of nearly all civilizations was made using this 
device. The basie principle of this mold is to press a 
modelled form into a piece of soft clay, or it might be 
considered that the .soft clay is pressed into the mold. 
A cookie press _orbuttel'- patty press works in the same 
manner . This is one of the simplest of molds . It; bas a 
variety of applications and variations. Potters use this 
method very little today. Industry is beginning to use it 
a gain in thei:r ram pl'ess process. 
Uses and limitations ....... These molds are best limited 
to simple shapes without undercuts. However, undel' some 
circumstances, large and intricate shapes can be cast by 
this method. These molds may be classified under thl-ee 
headings: the one piece press mold, the two piece press 
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mold and ·the multipiece press mold . These molds are used 
for jewelry, tiles, masks, handles., and appendages, sculpture, 
sprigging and stamping. 
2 . The One Piece Press Hold 
This mold will press tiles , masks , jewelry, buttons , 
and sprigs. The model is made in any medium suitable for 
plaster casting . Plastt.ctne· is excellent for a model . 
In all these applications, only the face side will have 
modelling. 
To make the mold, the model should be made to look 
exactly like the desired finished cast. This model is 
adhered to a smooth surface such as a glass slab. A low 
cottle is built up around it, and the plaster is poured 
over it • . After the plaster has set, the model is removed 
and the mold finished. The mold is now ready to use. To 
use the mold, clay is merely pressed into the mold until 
it is filled. The clay 1a rubbed down with a spoon or 
similar instrument until it be gins to lift; then it can be 
removed and finished off by hand. 
Alternate . teehniaues .-- The various methods and uses 
of these molds are l ;!mi ted only by the imagination of the 
artist . For example, one may make these molds by carving 
dlree.tly into a block of plasteza in intaglio fashion . This 
direct method often produces a cast with more artistic 
character . 
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2 . The Sprig Mold 
Another one piece mold is the spri g mold. This is the 
mold that made Wedgewood's Jaspe~ ware ossible. The mold 
is like any other one piece press mold, except it is 
usually smaller . The casts are used for relief decoration 
on other pieces of ceramics . In some oases the clay is 
r ubbed into the mold which before hand was made to conform 
t-tith a particular cast piece. Then the mold is applied t o 
the still plastic pot and the sprig is thereby attache d to 
the pot . The more common way of . a.ttaohment is to r emove 
the !'Prigs from the sprig mold and apply them to the pot . 
'l1h is is done bY moistening the surface of the pot and 
carefully pressing the sprig to it. Slip may be use d for 
adhering this sprig, but it is difficult to clean the 
surface of the pot aft.er using it. In the first method , 
large sections of the pot may be done at one time, a nd in 
the second method, only small bits are done at e. time . 
If buttons, jewelry or masks are made in these molds, 
a means fo.r attachment must be considered. Masks are 
pressed so that the inside is hollow. This is a natural 
result when the clay pressing is kept at one quarter to 
one halr an inch in thickness. Tiles are best pressed 
thicker than commercial tiles, and grooves are cut in the 
back to prevent warping. 
3. The Two Piece Press Mold 
The common uses for this mold are for jewe1Py1 handles 
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and simple sculptures. This mold v.rill oroduce a cast in the 
round, but it is usually a solid cast. 
The usual two piece press mold is normally made in the 
following manner . Should the project be for a cup handle , 
the profil e or the handle is drawn on paper and transferred 
to a block of plaster about three quarters of an inch thick. 
The profile is cut out with a jig saw, and then carved to 
the desired shape. It is nooessary to allow for the proper 
draw each side of the dividing line. \>/hen the plaster 
handle is finished and sized, it is embedded in clay up 
to t he center line. A cottle is built up around the unit 
and plaster poured over it. When the plaster sets, the 
whole assembly is turned over and the clay bed l"emoved . 
Natches are c t.lt into the mold a little deeper and larger 
than usual and with two of them fai:rly close togethei' .. 
This provides easy alignment of the two halves of the mold 
and helps pl"event bl."eaking orr of the noggles. Now, the 
second half is· poured. Up to this point, t he mold is much 
the same as a slip mold except that the model is completely 
surrounded by the mold . Thei'e are no openings. A shallow 
groove is cut all around the periphery of the handle . This 
alloi·rs excess clay to be collected during the })ressing 
process. Consult Figure .5•1,. page 87,for illustrations or 
the various press molds . To use the mold, a coil of clay 
a little larger than ne.eded to fill the mold is placed in the 
handle section. The two pieces are aligned and pressod 
Handle recess 
. (ReO} 
Groove f or excess clay 
(lii!.Os) 
A handle mol d 
Pi gure 5-l. Pre s Molds 
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together. The excess clay if foroed into the grooves may 
be cut l'!.way . The operation mus t be repeated until the 
handle is perfectly formed and all th$ excess clay is 
l"mnoved.. The handle 1s. now trimraed, finished and applied 
t o the cup. 
l,J.. Variations 
Kenny's variation.-- Kenny uses a variation of this 
. . ~ 
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in his article for Ceramics 1~1-onthly .. . Instea.d of' embedding 
the model in al~y, he splits the model in half along the 
dividing line . He makes his f'irst side of the mold as in 
the one piece press mold pl"oblem. Then, he turns the 1-1hole 
thing overand places the cut off pi;;ee back onto its 
corresponding pi ece in the mold, and casta the rest in the 
usual manner . It would seem that this method could easily 
lend itself to many troubles. 
Norton t a variation ..... - A variation of' this method 
. . gj 
allot-rs for hollow ea.sti ng of' .sculpture. He:re the mold is 
raa~e in the same manner, except th~ grooves are not 
necessary, but an opening in the base is . Clay slabs atte 
p:r.-essed 1nto each side of 'the mold separately. The two 
sides are placed together, an~ the joint is sealed with a 
1 Jo n Kenny~ "'ll~Two Piece Press Molds~ " Ceramics Hont;hly, 
Apr i l, 19~~ , , 2:20-21. 
g/P. H. Norton, Ceramics f:or the Artist Potter, Addison-
lr/esley Publishing Company, Inc.,. Cambridge, 1956, pp .39•40 .. 
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modelling tool working on the inside of the mold . The mold 
is allowed to stand for a time, then opened and the sculpture 
removed. 
It will readily be seen that small sculptures and 
piec s of jew.elry in the round can be made in this manner. 
One must be oa.r·eful to kee p his models simple enough so 
that no undercuts are present. 
5. The :r-lultipiece Press Hold 
This is another variation of the pres s mol d that 
pei'mi ts the casting of large pieces or· ceramics such as 
scUlpture and garden pottery. The advantage hereis that 
plastic clay can be used instead or the slip usually 
employed in casting. Clay containi ng lai'ge quantities of 
grog OI' other non clay additives a!'e possible. The various 
pieces of the mold must be bound together seoUI'ely. A 
castine mold is often poured over the top of the multi-
piece mold to accomplish this . The clay in the form of 
slabs or in small pieces, is pressed i nto the mold. After 
allowing time for the clay to become stiff, the cast is 
removed by taking the pieces of the mold al>ray. Sometimes 
the c l ay is pressed !nto each section of the mold . The 
mold is then assembled and the joints are finished on the 
inside . The outside joints are finished after the piece is 
removed from the mol d. These methods p~ovide an excellent 
means for the sculptor to get a hollow cast with a more or 
less uniform thickness. 
6. The Indust:rial Uses of the Pttess Hold 
In recent years, a whole new field in casting has 
opened up in industey. This is called ram pressing or dry 
pressing• depending on t he particular applicati on. Great 
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me ha.nical pi'osses with pressuttes of 25 tons ott motte a:re 
used to produce flat ware. This includes dinner ware, f ree-
form shapes and many other commercial r orms . There are 
distinct advantages here . The clay used has only enough 
1o1ate:r in it t o hold it togethe:r. Thi s minimizes shrinkage 
and warpage.. A great deal of t ime is saved as compared 
with solid casting and jigge:ring. One machine can turn out 
hundreds or porfeot casts per day. It would seem that the 
studio potter could adapt this method with the use of a kick 
press or hydrauli c jack for a motte limited production. 
7. Stamping and Pressing Decorations 
Another method of decoration by stamping and pressing 
to be included here is closely related to the above methods . 
The stamp can be cut from e. simnle cube of plaster about one 
inch on each aide. On the working f ace is cut the des i gn, 
the reverse o:r the decoration desired on the clay work, 
This is then s tamped onto the soft clay as a single 
decorative unit or used to make a repeat patte:rn. 
Other variations.•- Closely related to the stamp 
method is the use of a textured paddle which leaves a 
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decorative pattern when the clay wo~k is struck by it. 
Still another variation is to line the mold with string, 
wire gauze, coarse cloth ov any texture material. Then; 
clay is pre ssed into the mold resulting in a textured cast. 
This same texture could be had en the outside or a la.sti c 
clay form by pressing t he se textu:re materials directly on 
t he surface . 
B. The Literature on the Subject 
There has been a. fair amount written on this subject. 
The material available is of ten for th~ hobbyist; but the 
f ollowing authors have made professional contributions: 
John B. Kenny in his book , !he Complete Book of 
Potterz Making, Greenberg, Publisher, New York, 1945, 
(Chaute:ro VII) . 
In his articles fOI" Ceramics Monthly: 
rrPress Molds , " Cerami cs :t>'lonthly, (March, 1954), 2 :22-23 
"Two Piece Press Mol ds , " Q_eramics I-1onthl;y, (April, 1954), 
2:20-21. 
These articles are among Kenny's best . The illustrations 
and photographs are excellent. The sprig mold, solid cast, 
sculpture and handle molds are we.ll-discussed. 
F . H. Norton in his book, Ceramics for the Artist Potter, 
Addison-\lesley Publishing Company , Inc . • Cambridge , 
1956. 
Norton discusses masks , tiles, sculpture, and English 
sprig13ing. The ~-rot-k is scholarly and vrell·illustrated 
tdth photographs an d dratdngs . 
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Most authors of ceramics books have something to say about 
press mold s which may bs hel';')ful. J ohn l·Jolf e oughe ty , 
and R. Horace J nkins aPe among the best of them. 
. ~ 
Part Two: Drapo Molds 
The description of the draoe ruolds .-- In this method , 
a slab of clay is drap~d over a mold. It i s llowod to 
stiffen and then finished to a d ·sired shape . 'rh r:. are 
many variations of this mold . 'rhe most widely use type 
is the plaster hulUp mold . Next in importance ~Iould be 
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the recessed mold, into l-Ihich t;he clay is dropped . ....here 
are less important ones , such a.s the sling, the sand b ox , 
clay f orms, cardboard, beach s ·tone supports and many others 
that the imaginative person could design for himself . There 
is one lirr1itati on . :i.1he mold must get larger from the baae 
to its lip so that it will rele&se the cast . 
1 . The lastet• Hump Mold 
As the na rte implies , this is morely a hurap of plaster. 
It :-3h01 ld be 1::t fa:i.r l y int<:n'"es ti ng fJhape. This hump can be 
made by pi.t.inq setting laste on the table and f or•ming it 
:-i~11.1" the plaster is s·Glll soft . After setting, the shape 
can · e scPap{:;~d and Sl oothed to a good nurface . Also, the 
hlll"l!:? mold could be made .t'rom a p l e ce of dry plastel" by 
cutting and roformin • The wri ter has had excellent 
reoul tr:J u s:lng sectiions of old plaster models . If models 
are no·;; available , a plaster solid could be cast from an 
old drain t:'lol and used as a hump mold . 
2 . The Re cessed Type 
The mol d could be an opGn drain mold. Such an open 
'l 
mold mi ght easily be made by pouring plaster over an 
existing hump mold. Another alternative is to gou e a 
;·!· ·· 
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hollow in a block of plasteP . This is in effect a kin d 
of press mold and the clay slab is pressed into this mold. 
These are the two main types. In the hump mold . a clay 
slab is draped over the mold . In the recessed type clay 
is draped into it. All other drape molds al'e variations 
of these . Pla.stel' molds are the i deal ones because they 
do s tif£en the clay more quickly and produce an excellent 
surface. In general, the plaster mold permits more 
variations in the cast. 
Using the drape molds.-- A clay slab is rolled out with 
a rolling pin. If the clay is rolled on a piece of cloth, 
moving the clay slab to the mold is a much easier process. 
The cloth acts as e: support under the slab and can be 
removed later. Also, the danger or the clay sticking t o 
the table top is obviated. The thickness of the clay 
would depend on the size of the piece to be made and the 
preference of the potter. Probably; one eighth to three 
eighths of an inch would be considered normal working 
limits for thickness. The clay is smoothed onto the hump. 
As soon as the clay stiffens a littlet it can be trimmed 
\vhi le still on the mold. Feet or deoorat1.on could be added 
before removing the cast from the mold. This must be done 
just before reaching the leather hard stage. The shape is 
turned ri ght side up and clay may be added to get varying 
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thickness in the walls and lip of the fottm. The inside is 
.finished and the oast is complete. 
The recessed mold is used i n a simila:r manner, but the 
proceduite is revettsed. A clay slab is pressed into the 
hollow mold. In this case ! the inside is com leted .first. 
This is particularly useful where the inside must be built 
up aa in the ease of an ash tray with a cigarette rest, OI' 
relish dish with dividers. · When the clay ha:s stiffened, 
the cast is removed,and th.e outside and lip is completed. 
The writer has found dl.'ape molds to give quick, easy, and 
artlstic Itesults. Also each cast from a mold is dif.ferent, 
giving each cast a hand made quality. This method is 
excellent for teaching in adult education classes and 
children's classes. These people are able to create 
something that has originality and good quality while not 
being too dependent on a mold. They could even make their 
o1-m molds in this pl.'oblem. The drape mold is eei"tai nly one 
or the simplest and yet most vel'satile of the mold methods, 
and no slip is necessal'*y. Care must be taken not to follow 
the form of the original mold too closely. It should be 
altered so that originality is not lost. Also, the 
education value would be saor1~ieed if a student was to 
merely accept the shape as removed from the mold. 
3. Va~iations of the method 
There are three important variations of the method 
described above. From .these, other variations can be 
devi sed. The thre" are: (1) the sling, (2) the sand box , 
(3) the beach stone. 
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The sling.-- In this method a piece of cloth or burlap 
is loosely st:rtetched over the opening of a box or baaket . 
Thi s cloth could be nailed at t hr·eo or f our oints on the 
box or tied to the rim . The cloth or aline now hang s into 
the box somewhat . The depth and shape of the sling can 
be controlled by changing the points of attachment and the 
ti ghtness. A clay slab is dropped into the oling, t r immed 
t;o an interesting shape and permitted to harden. From 
this point it is treated as any other shape. This method 
is particularly useful for larger shapes. It also allows 
for a wi de selection of contours by merely manipulating 
the cloth support . It is very f lexible. 
The sand box.-- This also is a very simple method . A 
box of suitable size is fill ed with damp sand. The sand 
can be built up to f orm a hump mol d or dug out to provi de 
a re cessed mol d. The sand is usually covered with very 
thin cheese cloth to keep the sand out of the clay slab . 
Some workers en joy the sand texture and do not cover the 
sand. Here again . a wide variety of shapes are possible 
from one simple sand box. 
The beach stone.-- Stones picked up at the beach often 
have beau~iful contours provided by the erosive forces of 
nature . These can be used as hump molds. Cheese cloth 
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might beused here to prevent the clay from sticking to the 
stones. As in all these methods., it is not necessary to use 
the whole shape of the mold. 
Potters have used many other things for drape molds. 
Both plastic and bisque clay shapes have been used. Card-
boa!'d supnorts have been made. Bottles, rolling ins, gourds 
and even balloons have been utilized. These possibilities 
seem endless. I ·t is not so much t:he method em loyed but 
rather what the artist can do in using these shapes as a 
point of departure. 
4• The Literature on the Subject 
'iuch has been written on this subject, all the way 
f'rom pure hoboy articles to serious professional ones. The 
following are good articles treating various aspects of the 
subject in Ceramics Honthli[ magazines. The arti cle by Tom 
Sellers is probably the best. 
1. Sellers, Tom, "Create wi th Slabs, n Ceramics Aonthly, 
(Febru~. 1954). 2:26-27. · 
2. Dawson, Ann, noutsizerl Planters, Pots and Platters•" 
Ceramics Monthly, (July, 1955), 3:23. 
3. I>1arxhausen; Reinhold, P., "Balloons as Holds," Ceramics 
MQnthl;y, (April• _1956),, 4:1~ .• 
4. Seoretan, Hermine, A. 1 "Draped Sha.pes · and Pressed 
Decoration, " Ceramics Monthll, (February, 1957}, 
5:24-25. 
5. Lewis, Betse, "Adding Legs," Ceramics Honthly, {June, 
1957). 5:20-21. . 
6 . Comins, Lucia, B. 1 nuse a Stone Foundation, n Ceramics 
liOnthl;y, {August, 1957), 5:24-25. 
7. t.Vood, Don, nA Cardboard 1old Makes a Fruit Bowl," 
Cerami cs Monthly, (October. 1957) , 5:20-21. 
8 . t>J'ood, Don, "Hake a Hanging P lanter, tt Cerami cs r1onthly, 
(December, 1957), 5:23-25 . 
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Little o:r nothing will be found in ceramics books, possibly 
because this method has had its popularity in recent years 
only. The articles above cover the subject adequately. 
APPEi~DIX 
.lL.::.ST:G.L~ AOLLS :BY STU:UIC xu'rTERS 
by 
Russe 11 J. Doucette , Assistant x rofe ssor, Massachusetts 
School of Art, Boston, Massachusetts 
I. Lata for l'urvoses of Iden_tification, Com.}arison, and 
Classification 
- - -
A. The person completing the inquiry form: 
1. Name ___________________________________________ __ 
2. Official l'osi tiort...._ __________________ _ _ 
3. Location, or address ______________________________ __ 
l OO 
4. The following are the cLuties I );ierform: (Check one or mo:rE 
a. Teach ceramics ( ) 
b. Stuctio potter ( ) 
c. Malee molCLs sometimes ( ) 
d .• Teach mold making ( ) 
e. Other rele"ted duties ( ) 
II. The Stud.io .i'otter's Attitucles towarc1s_]:'laste!_Mo_J.o_6. WorJc 
A. Many studio potters have an aversion towards plaster vrorlc. 
The following questions have been compiled to exr·lore the 
reasons behind this, as well as to get a general evaluation 
of plaster work in the studio. 
1. The creative implicatjo4~ 
a. ChecJc the following statements you believe to be true 
(1) The studio potter often associates mold use with the 
hobbyist ( ) 
101 ( 2 ) Cre ativity d_e:pen<is more o.q the craftsman than on the 
method u s eo_ ( ) 
(3) Ide as conceivecl_ for clay lose something when pl aster 
is involved in the p rocess of execution 
(4) Mold making may set up aesthetic barriers 
(5) :t'laster wor1c is basically uncreative 
(6) Molds are philosophically wrong for the potter 
( 7) When the potter thinJcs of molds, he often thinks of 
those made by someone other than the user 
(8) Reshaping the cast would ma1ce it more acce:Ptable 
aesthetically 
(g) The )_)otter coulo_ use mold seams and_ other natural 
limitations of the mold to his advantage 
(10) l!Iold work h as a detrimental effect on creativity 
2. The technic al i mplications 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( 
( 
( 
( ) 
( 
a. Check the following statements you believe to be true 
(1) l'laster is a mechanical medium 
( 2 ) The limitations of plaster lead to iltightness il 
( 
( ) 
( 3 ) The craftsman avoids :Plaster work because it is 
unfamiliar to him ( ) 
(4) The average )_)otter does not know enough about mold work ( 
(5) Technical knowledge of )_)laster work is often difficult 
to obtain 
(6) Other comments ___ _______ __ 
- - ----- ------ ----------· 
-------------------- ---- ---------- -------
3. The mass }_)reduction implications 
"· 
.  ·-
b. Check the following statements you believe to be true 
(1) By using limited mass production methods, the studio 
potter ean bring good desi@l to many people ( ) 
(2) Vve can have good o.esign in limited mass production ) 
• 
( 7) An item that is cLuplicated loses its q_uali ty 102( ) 
(4) The mold produced item is a)_)t to be associatec~ 
with cheap articles ( 
( 5) The Scandanavian cast ware we see in exhibitions 
usually is good pottery ( 
III. The Necessary Knowledp~ 
The studio potter should be familiar with the following: Under-
score twice the most important, once the important, do not 
underscore the unimportant 
1. Drain molds 7. The block and case 
2. The pin template 8. Press molds 
3. The horizontal template 9. Sprig molds 
4. The free form template 10. Drape molds 
5. Hollow and solid cast molds 11. The hand wo rlcing of plaster 
6. Jiggering 12. Others (ns~e them) 
IV. Suggested Enclosures and Summary of this Study 
A. It would be helpful if you would send any material you use 
relative to this study, such as course outlines, bibliographies, 
technical publications or any other aid you a.eem useful. 
Eostage or mailing charges will be paid if requested. 
B. The amount of postage and mailing charges due you. ____ __ 
C. In return for your help, a copy of the summary of this study 
will be sent to you upon completion. £lease check here if you 
desire a copy -----------
v. ~1Y additional comments 
~ ~ ~/f'~~~r:;nu 
DIVISION OF ELEMENTARY 
AND SECO NDARY EDUCATION AND 
STATE TEAC HERS COLLEGES 
!14r~m~-¥ ~ 
MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL OF ART 
BROOKLINE AND LONGWOOD AVENUES . BOSTON 15 
4 March, 1958 
Mr. Edwin Scheier 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham, New Hampshire 
Dear Mr. Scheier, 
I am doing a research pape r on plaster molo. work 
among studio potte r s. To help investigate the attitudes 
and needs of these craftsmen, I have developed the 
enclosed ing.uiry form. It will take a few minutes to 
fill out. In the case of debatable questions, ple ase 
give the answer you feel to be usually true. 
Your completed form may be returned in the enclosed 
self-addressed, stamped envelope. An early reply will be 
more than appreciated as I value your opinions. A 
summary of the findings will be sent you if you wish it. 
Sincerely yours, 
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